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 m

 JESUS, THE QÄ'IM AND THE END OF THE WORLD1

 The goal of this paper is to address an intriguing aspect of Islamic religious

 development, which, to my knowledge, has thus far gone unmentioned by we-
 stern scholars. Our task can be described quite succinctly: the Jesus of SunnI
 Islam is a uniquely charismatic prophet, whose life is framed by two extraordi-
 nary events: his miraculous birth and his return in the end times to defeat evil
 and establish the universal rule of Islam. While the first event is equally true of

 the Jesus of Shl'I Islam, the second event is less so. For through the furious
 theological development that followed the Twelfth Imam's occultation, this lat-
 ter figure was given the eschatological role that Sunnls assign to Jesus. Two
 questions, then, present themselves: why does the Hidden Imam, and not Jesus,
 play this role in Shi'ism? And, what role is thereby left for Jesus?

 Our consideration of these questions will begin by looking at Jesus' place
 in the Qur'an, especially in those passages which seem to assign to him eschato-
 logical importance. We will continue with an argument for the importance of
 Jesus to SunnI eschatology, whether or not he is identified as the eschatological
 ruler ( Mahdf ). Thereafter, we will examine, briefly, the precipitous events that

 1 In order to designate the Shï'ï community under consideration, I have used the term Imãmiyya
 (and hence Imâmï as the adjective), over the term Twelver Shi'ism. Although the term Ithna'ashariyya is
 found in Arabic sources, and is helpful for distinguishing the community from the Zaydiyya and
 Ismâ'ïliyya, it is anachronistic for our purposes, since the Imãmiyya did not become «Twelvers» until the
 doctrine of 12 Imãms had become firmly established (no earlier than the late 4th/ 10th century). On this
 question, see S. A. Arjomand, The Shadow of God and the Hidden lmãm (Chicago 1984), 43 and E.
 Kohlberg, «From Imãmiyya to Ithna-'Ashariyya», Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies
 39 (1976), 53 Iff.

 I have chosen to avoid the term «apocalypse» and use the term «eschatology» as a subject label to
 connote our general topic; that is, the end times (coming from the Greek eoxaxoç last or latest). Recent
 scholarship has differentiated between «apocalypse», the literary genre; «apocalypticism», the phenomenon;
 and «apocalyptic eschatology», the Weltanschauung (see J. Collins, «Apocalypse», The Encyclopedia of Reli-
 gion, Ed. Mircea Eliade (New York 1987), I: 334-36.). However, formal literary apocalypses are rare in Islamic
 literature and apocalypticism implies a transformation of the earth, a concept rather out of place in Islam. Mo-
 reover, other terms are also ill-fitting, for example «millenialism» which is properly a biblical term, and «mes-
 sianism», which is not necessarily eschatological in Islam. Most importantly, the time under consideration is
 neither apocalyptic nor millenial, but belongs fully to the pre-apocalytptic realm of history no less than the pre-
 sent time. This is a crucial point to remember in order to keep the Islamic understanding of Jesus' descent clear
 of Christian categories.
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 56 Gabriel Said Reynolds [2]

 struck Imãml (Twelver) Shřism during the late 3 rd (9th) - mid 4th (10th) centu-

 ries, and which forever separated it from Sunnism. This will lead into a discus-

 sion of the development, during this time, of the doctrine surrounding the Hid-

 den Imam. In particular we will isolate references among key authors to his
 eschatological parousia (zuhür) and its relation to Jesus' eschatological descent
 (; nuzül) . Finally, we will consider how the Qä'im of Shi'ism differs from the
 Mahdï of Sunnism, and why. In answering the above questions, I will empha-

 size the importance of the Hidden Imam's role as avenger of his community, a
 role not taken up by the Mahdl of Sunnism. It is a role which could not be ful-

 filled by Jesus, but only by that community's leader, a descendent of the Pro-

 phet, 'All b. Abl Tãlib and his son Husayn.

 I. Jesus in the Qur'än: A Sign of the Hour

 Islamic doctrine on the nature of Jesus (Isã) is unequivocal: he is a pro-
 phet ( nabt ) and a messenger ( rasül ), but no more2. He was sent by God to his

 people, with the same message of divine law {sharf a) and submission ( islãm ),

 that other prophets brought to other peoples. More specifically, Jesus is one
 link in the chain made up of Abrahamic prophets, each of whom brought a
 written scripture. Abraham brought the suhüf' Moses the tawrãt' David the za-
 bür' Jesus the infll' and Muhammad the Qur'än. The place of Jesus as prophet,

 and no more, is insisted upon by exegetes such as Abu Ja'far al-Tabarf
 (310/923): «Christ is not, O you heedless ones among the People of the Book,
 the son of God as you claim, but rather Jesus son of Mary... He is a prophet of
 God whom God sent in truth to those creatures to whom He sent

 him»3.

 Yet the Qur'anic picture of Jesus is much less clear. Jesus appears in the

 2 The precise meaning of these terms and their relationship to each other remains unclear. Tradi-
 tional Muslim understanding holds that a nabï is one who receives a message from God, while a rasül is
 one who is sent with that message to a specific people (hence the doctrine that a messenger has been sent
 to every people « li kullï ummatin rasülun,» Qur'än: 10:47). Thereby every messenger is a prophet, but
 every prophet is not a messenger. In fact, the Qur'anic evidence is not that clear, as some figures, gene-
 rally thought of as prophets, are called therein only messengers (e.g. Hud, Sälih) and others, who are
 considered to be also messengers, only prophets (e.g. Abraham). Other Muslim authors also identify
 prophet as the more inclusive category, but specify messengers as those prophets who bring a revealed
 law. This, of course, runs into the same conflict with Qur'anic evidence. Therefore, western scholars
 have tended to see the two terms as interchangeable. See Bijlefed, W. «A Prophet More than a Pro-
 phet? Some Observations on the Qur'anic Use of the Terms Prophet and Apostle». Muslim World 59
 (1969), 1-28.

 3 His comments on Qur'an 4:171. Abü Ja'far al-Tabarï, ]ami' al-bayän 'an ta'wil ayi l-qur'an. 12
 Vols. (Cairo 1373/1954), IX:418.
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 Qur'än through a miraculous virgin birth4, and disappears in a miraculous as-
 sent to heaven5. In the meantime, his life on earth is marked by miracles unlike

 those of any other prophet, including Muhammad, most notably his raising of
 the dead6. Moreover, a hadlth found in many important Qur'anic commenta-
 ries explains that of all humanity, only Jesus and his mother have been born si-

 nless: «Every son of Adam when newly born is touched by Satan, except for the

 Son of Mary and his mother; it is at this contact that the child utters his first
 cry»7. In light of all of this, certain western scholars have maintained that the
 Qur'än affirms every Christian doctrine about Jesus, except his divinity8.
 Others have questioned whether even his divinity is rejected9. In addition, the
 Qur'an accords titles unto Jesus that it ascribes to no other prophet, including
 Muhammad, such as «Spirit of God» ( rüh Allah) and «Word of God» ( kalimat
 Allãh) and, of course, Christ {al-masïh)10 .

 It is this last title, of course, which should attract our attention in this pa-

 4 Qur'an 21:91.
 5 Qur'än 4:157-8.

 6 Qur'än 3:143, 5: 110. The raising of the dead, it should be added, is always done with God's
 permission. Among Christ's other Qur'anic miracles: speech as an infant (Qur'än 3:46, 5:110, 19:29),
 creation of live birds from clay (3:49, 5:110), curing of a blind man and a leper (5:110), bringing down a
 table from the sky with a banquet (5:112-5). While later Muslim tradition asserts a number of miracles
 for Muhammad, the Qur'än is unequivocal that the scripture itself is his only miracle (cf. Qur'än 34:50,
 40:55, 47:19). For the relation of Christ's miracles to biblical and apocryphal accounts, see M. Hayek,
 Christ de l'Islam (Paris 1959), H. Michaud, Jesus selon le Coran , Cahiers theologiques (Neuchatel 1960),
 G. Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur'an (London 1965), and Anawati, «'Isã», Encyclopaedia of Islam New Edi-
 tion (Henceforth EI2), IV:82.

 The genesis of this hadlth is related to Qur'än 3:36, where Zakariyyã' places Mary, and her de-
 scendents, in the care of God to be protected from Satan. Tabarï quotes this hadlth, in several versions,
 when commenting on this verse (see VI:337ff.). It is also contained in Ibn Hanbal's Musnad , although
 not in either of the SahFs of Bukhârï and Muslim. See A. Wensinck, Concordance de la tradition musul-
 man, 7 Vols. (Leiden 1967), VL209. cf. G. Anawati, «Islam and the Immaculate Conception», The
 Dogma of the Immaculate Conception (South Bend 1958), 447-61; and G. Anawati, «'Isã», EI2,
 IV:82.

 8 Michel Hayek argues that the Qur'an supports the Immaculate Conception, the Virgin Birth,
 the Ascension, and the Assumption. Hayek, 65.

 9 The verses most often cited as rejecting Christ's divinity are Qur'än 5:17, 72 and 4:171. It could
 be argued, however, that these verses do not actually reject Christ's divinity, but merely the identifica-
 tion of Allãh with him. Moreover, mention must be made of another intriguing verse, 9:31a, which Mu-
 slims scholars universally see as a condemnation of the divinity of Christ. In fact, it may be legitimately
 argued that it does the opposite. The verse reads as a condemnation of Jews and Christians: «They took
 their rabbis and monks and Christ the Son of Mary as Lords apart from God». However, the verse is
 more clearly read with al-masïh in the genitive (along with the preceding Allãh) «They took their rabbis
 and monks as Lords apart from God and Christ the Son of Mary». This is one of the arguments brought
 forward by I. di Matteo, who suggested that the Qur'än nowhere explicitly denies divinity to Christ. His
 argument is neither poorly reasoned or without evidence in its favor, yet it has been quite thoroughly
 ignored by later scholarship. This, however, is more likely due to the fact that he wrote in Italian, than to
 any conspiracy of silence. See his La divinità di Cristo e la dottrina della Trinità in Maometto e nei pole-
 misti musulmani (Rome 1938), eh. 1.

 10 «Spirit of God» 4:171; «Word of God», 3:45, 4:171, «Christ», eleven times, all of which, nota-
 bly, are Medinan. See Anawati, «'Isa», EI2, IV:82.
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 per, as in other contexts it is unequivocally messianic. The Hebrew ( mashiah )
 and Aramaic ( mashïha ) cognates of the word, whence it most likely derives11,

 have decidedly eschatological significance. In the Qur'an's case, however, Mu-
 slim exegetes have not found any such meaning, and indeed the Qur'an itself
 seems to understand it simply as a proper name. al-Maslh is used therein only
 to refer to Jesus. Yet Muslim exegetes were certainly aware of the Christian un-

 derstanding of Jesus' title, and they were accordingly anxious to prove its inno-

 cuous connotation. In doing so they suggest a number of possible explanations
 for the term, none of which are soteriological or eschatological12. Tabarï
 writes:

 The root of « al-masïh » is «al-mamsüh (the annointed)»...God named him so

 because He purified [Jesus] from sins... Some people have claimed that the root of

 this word is Aramaic or Syriac, «mashía» which was Arabicized as «< al-masïh », just

 as the rest of the prophets' names in the Qur'an were Arabicized, such as Isma'ïl ,

 Ishãq , Müsä and Isã... but if «al-masïh» was not from Arabic speech and Arabs did

 not understand its meaning, it would not have been proclaimed13.

 Yet while Sunnï Muslim exegetes see no eschatological importance in the
 name al-masïh , they see plenty such importance in the person so named. How
 exactly he came to be thus understood is a question that we will address shor-
 tly, because the Qur'an itself gives no clear statement to that effect14. What we

 have, instead, are a couple of passages that give us some vague suggestions. Fo-
 remost is Qur'an 4:157-915:

 ... and for their saying, 'We slew the Messiah, Jesus son of Mary, the Messen-

 ger of God' - yet they did not slay him, neither crucified him, only a likeness of

 11 This is the scholarly consensus, against the view of Horovitz, that it was borrowed from Ethio-
 pie. Many Muslim exegetes, including Tabarï, Zamakhsharï and Bayçlawï, allow the possibility that the
 word is foreign, coming from Hebrew or Syriac. See A. Wensinck and C. Bosworth, «Masïh», EI2,
 VL726; and Anawati, «'ïsâ,» EI2, IV:82.

 12 One exegete, al-Fïrûzabadï, remarks that there are fifty different explanations for this title.
 Most of them can be divided between those who associated the word with the verb masaba (to rub or
 anoint), and those who did so with the verb sãha (to travel or go on a pilgrimage). The former trend em-
 phasizes either how Jesus was anointed (with blessings, by the wing of the angel Gabriel that protected
 him from sin, etc.) or was himself an anointer (when he anointed the eyes of the blind or he anointed the
 sick by rubbing them with his hand, etc.). See Anawati, «'Isa», EI2, 4: 82.

 13 His comments on Qur'an IV:171. Tabarï, IX:417-18.

 14 «Muslim tradition has long thought that Jesus will come again to restore all things and reign as
 a just king, and it seems that it was affected by early Christian hopes of a Second Advent. The Qur'an
 has none of this, though there are hints which suggest Jesus as an eschatological figure». Parrinder,
 123.

 15 This passage and the following one are from Arberry's translation. Elsewhere the translation is
 mine.
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 that was shown to them. Those who are at variance concerning him surely are in

 doubt regarding him; they have no knowledge of him except the following of sur-

 mise; and they slew him not of a certainty.
 No indeed; God raised him up to Him; God is All-mighty, All-wise.
 There is not one of the People of the Book but will assuredly believe in him

 before his death ( mawtihi ), and on the Resurrection Day he will be a witness
 against them.

 The beginning of this passage, the Qur'änic version of the crucifixion, lea-
 ves plenty of room open for discussion about who (or what) exactly hung on
 the Cross that day. At the same time, it emphatically insists that it was not Je-

 sus16. For he was «raised up to Him» and remains alive to this day in heaven.
 Thus we have the first Qur'änic hint that Jesus will return at the end of time, for

 it is understood that he must die like all other prophets, and all other humans.
 God must have spared him death for the time being, but will send him back
 down later to finish his earthly life. Accordingly, tradition has it that an empty

 tomb waits for him next to that of Muhammad at the Prophet's mosque in
 Medina17.

 While the beginning of our first passage is open to interpretation, its end is

 no less so. The object of controversy among exegetes here is the small pronoun,
 « hi », at the end of the word «mawt» (death). The question surrounding it is,
 whose death are we talking about? If it is the death of a «person of the book»18,

 16 Two positions came to the forefront in this debate. The first is that a mere form, a phantom,
 was put in the place of Christ, a doctrine also held by Christian Docetists, who likewise rejected the rea-
 lity of Christ's crucifixion. The other position is represented, for example by 'Abd al-Jabbãr (415/1025),
 who argues that another man was crucified in his place. This second position naturally led to the que-
 stion of who that man was. Certain thinkers, such as the second century Christian Basilides, identify that
 man as Simon of Cyrene (who volunteered due to his love of Christ). Others, such as the Muslim al-
 Tha'labï (427/1036) identify him as Judas Iscariot (who was chosen unwillingly as a punishment). 'Abd
 al-Jabbãr, on the other hand, concludes that the crucified man was chosen by a random mishap, when
 Judas kissed the wrong man. See S. Stern «Quotations from Apocryphal Gospels in Abd al-Jabbãr»,
 Journal of Theological Studies 18 (April 1967), 44-7. At the same time, other Muslim authors, such as the
 exegete al-Râzï (605/1209, in his al-Tafsïr al-Kabïr on this verse), also considered the view that Jesus in-
 deed died on the Cross before being raised to heaven. See J. Jomier, «Unité de Dieu, Chrétiens et Coran
 selon Fakhr al-dîn al-Râzî», Islamochristiana 6 (1980), 149-177. A more complete consideration of these
 questions should also consider those verses that speak of the ascension of Christ, e.g. 3:55: «God said, O
 Jesus, I will make you pass away and raise you to myself and sanctify you from those who disbelieve» [cf.
 also Qur'ân 4:158].

 17 When Sir Richard Burton made his remarkable journey to Mecca and Medina (see Personal
 Narrative of a Pilgrimage to al-Madinah and Meccah , 2 Vols. (New York 1964)), it was apparently com-
 monly accepted that such a tomb existed. My Muslim friends who have visited the Prophet's mosque,
 however, have not heard of such a tomb.

 18 Ahl al-kitãb is a designation for those non-Muslims who are monotheistic and hold a written
 scripture. According to Islamic Law they are protected from a ban that, ideally, would eliminate all
 others from an Islamic state. This status is given in the Qur'ân, to Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians and the
 mysterious $äbi'ün, and but has been extended to others. See e.g. Qur'an 3:110-115; 5:51, 57, 65-66; and
 33:26-27.
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 then the exegete is in the uncomfortable position of trying to explain (1) what
 belief in Jesus means and (2) what it means that the People of the Book have all

 believed in them before their death. Many people of the book (Jews, for exam-
 ple) have of course died without believing in Jesus. Alternatively, this pronoun
 could be seen as referring to Jesus, which makes the meaning of «belief in Je-
 sus» more reasonable (since Jesus will not die before the eschaton). Either op-
 tion, however, leaves the exegete with the uncomfortable task of explaining
 why the Qur'an singles out belief in Jesus at all. The exegete al-BaydawI, sugge-

 sts how both of these options might be formulated, and opts for the first
 one:

 The pronoun of «in him» refers to Jesus, but the pronoun of «his death» re-

 fers to one [of the People of the book], meaning that no one of the Jews and Chri-

 stians will not believe that Jesus is a servant of God and His prophet before he

 dies, even if at the time when he gives up his ghost, but this belief will not benefit
 them.

 Yet it is also said that both of the pronouns refer to Jesus, meaning that when

 he descends from the sky, all sects will believe in him. That is, when he descends

 from the sky... there will be no one of the People of the Book, except who believes
 in him, so that there will be one sect, and this is the sect of Islam19.

 The second relevant passage, Qur'an 43:61, is an equally contentious one
 for Muslim scholars:

 It ( innahu ) [Jesus? Qur'an?] is knowledge (7 Im) [sign (' alam)} warning
 ( dhikr )?] of the Hour; doubt not concerning it, and follow me. This is a straight

 path.

 Here the dispute is not simply over the interpretation of the words, but
 over the words themselves. For this is one of the rare cases where the different

 canonical readings (< qirä'ät ) vary not only in their voweling, but even in the con-

 sonantal text20. The verse, according to the most popular reading (Hafs 'an
 'Asini), reads wa-innahu la- (ilmunli-l-saati, «He [Jesus] is truly a knowledge of

 19 Na§ïr al-Din al-Baydawi, Anwar al-tanzil wa-asrar al-tawïl (Beirut 1304/1984), 130.

 20 From the precedent of Ibn Mujãhid (324/936), the qiraãt are generally considered to be seven
 (each with two different recesions), although some Muslims have acknowledged the «three after the se-
 ven» and the «four after the ten» to come up with fourteen. Previously, scholars (most notably A. Jef-
 fery) were vigilant in comparing the various versions (along with reports of pre-'Uthmânic codices).
 More recently, J. Wansborough and J. Burton have both cast grave doubts (although in very different
 ways) over the traditional account of Qur'anic collection and standardization. The relevant question,
 then, for our purposes (to which I do not know the answer), is whether or not the variations on Qur'an
 43:61 return to an early stage of Islamic exegetical development or are a much later projection onto that
 development. See R. Paret, «Kirä'a», EI2, V: 127-9; J. Wansbrough, Quranic Studies (Oxford 1977),
 esp. 202ff.; and J. Burton, Collection of the Quran (Cambridge 1977), esp. 203ff.
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 the Hour». This is usually interpreted as saying that the end times can be
 known by his descent. The second reading (Warsh 'an Nãfi '), and the only other

 one still is commonly used, reads la-'alamun «He is truly a sign of the Hour»;
 while yet another reading reads la-dhikr Mn «He is truly a warning of the Hour».

 Another common interpretation agrees with the text of Haf s but interprets the

 pronominal suffix ( hu ) as referring to the Qur'an, not to Jesus21. Baydawl ma-

 kes mention of this alternative interpretation, but opts for the first:

 «'He refers to Jesus... For his descent is one of the conditions of the Hour, by

 which its advent will be known. Yet it is also said that the pronoun [refers] to the

 Qur'än, for in it are signs of [the Hour's] occurrence and indications about
 it»22.

 It may be concluded, then, the Qur'an can be read as saying that Jesus will
 have a role to play in the eschaton, but it is remarkably unclear about what that

 role will be. Its commentators, as well, were divided over the interpretation of
 crucial verses. We will see this uncertainty mirrored in later Islamic eschatolo-
 gical writings23.

 II: Jesus: The SunnI MahdI?

 In looking at SunnI writings and hadlth on eschatology, I will not attempt
 to trace the historical development of doctrine concerning the Mahdï. This re-
 mains a question too unclear and controversial to be easily summarized. Nor is
 my goal in this section to give an exhaustive appraisal of SunnI eschatology, but

 simply to provide a backdrop for the section on Shfl eschatology24.
 The term Mahdl, and any idea of such a figure (other than the references

 about Jesus that we have discussed), find no mention whatsoever in the Qur'ân.
 The question of its historical genesis, then, is intimately connected with the hi-

 storical events and religious environment of early Islam; the traditions about
 the Mahdl that exist reflect the diverse elements of that setting. Many scholars

 21 See Anawati, 84 and Parrinder, 34, who argues that the second reading should be taken as the
 most correct.

 22 Baydawï, 253.

 23 «In spite of the support of the belief in the Mahdï by some prominent traditionists and Sûfïs, it
 never became an essential part of Sunnï religious doctrine. Sunnï creeds mention it but rarely. Many fa-
 mous scholars like al-Ghazzâlï avoided discussing the subject. This attitude was often probably less mo-
 tivated by doubts concerning the truth of the belief than by fear of encouraging politically disruptive
 movements in the Muslim community. Open criticism of the belief like that of Ibn Khaldun who, in his
 Muqaddima undertook to refute the authenticity of all hadtths concerning the Mahdï, was exceptional».
 W. Madelung, «Mahdï», EI 2, V:1235.

 24 Thus I will rely heavily on secondary literature, particularly the scholarship of Madelung.
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 62 Gabriel Said Reynolds [8]

 have argued, convincingly in my opinion, that the formation of this doctrine
 was heavily influenced by extra-Islamic sources, whether Zoroastrian, Christian
 or Jewish. In any case, the issues involved in this process lie beyond our scope,
 which for now will be directed simply at the conceptions that resulted from
 that process and the place of Jesus therein.

 Sunnï traditions regarding the Mahdl can be roughly categorized into
 three separate views. The first and apparently earliest view, which need not
 concern us here, is represented by those traditions which identify the Mahdl as

 a political leader, whether a caliph (such as the 'Umayyad 'Umar II or the
 'Abbãsid al-Saffãh) or a political insurgent (such as Muhammad b. al-Hanifiyya
 or al-Nafs al-Zakiyya)25. This figure is entitled the Mahdl by virtue of his resto-

 ring the righteousness of earliest Islam, defeating wrongdoers and establishing
 a just rule26. Such an understanding of the Mahdl need not have any eschatolo-
 gical aspect whatsoever: «As an honorific epithet without messianic signifi-
 cance, the term was employed from the beginning of Islam»27.

 The second view, and the most widely accepted today, portrays the Mahdl
 as a messianic figure who will gather Muslims together under his rule before
 the descent of Jesus and, together with Jesus, lead them to ultimate victory in

 anticipation of the Day of Resurrection. The rise of the Mahdl into power will
 be preceded by a period of increasing lawlessness and debauchery, during
 which both the Sharfa and the natural order will be threatened. The protaga-
 nist of this dark age will be a figure known as al-Dajjãl: «when one sees many
 preachers and few healers appear; when the human order is disorganized, when
 men act like women and women like men; when men make couples among
 themselves and the women do the same, then it is that God will send the Dajjãl
 against them to dominate and oppress»28. al-Dajjãl, a figure who does not ap-
 pear in the Qur'an but does appear in Syriac Christian literature29, will seduce
 the world with his miracles and riches, but in the end is destined to be killed.

 25 See Madelung, «Mahdï», 1230ff.

 26 Several widespread hadïth reflect this understanding of the Mahdï as nothing more than a ri-
 ghteous ruler. Among tham: «The Prophet said: There will be in my community the Mahdl for a short
 time, seven (years), otherwise nine. My community will then enjoy prosperity as they have never enjoyed.
 [The earth] will bring forth its fruit for them and will not hoard anything away from them. Money will at
 that time be in heaps, and whenever a man will get up and say 'O Mahdï, give me', he will say 'Take.'»
 Ibn Mäja, Bãb khurüj al-Mahdïy 4172 (cf. al-Tirmidhï, Bãb mã jâ'a fi al-Mahdl , 2268). Another tradition
 quotes the Prophet saying «among your chaliphs, there will be a caliph who will spread money around
 without counting it». Muslim, Bãb lã taqüm al-sã(a , 7266. See also Madelung, «Mahdï», 1231-2.

 27 Madeling, 1230. The word itself (coming from the root h-d-y) need not imply any eschatologi-
 cal significance, but rather suggests a meaning simply of «guide». Furthermore, the earliest applications
 of Mahdï, as far as we can tell, were divorced from any messianic connotations. Both Muhammad and al-
 Husayn b. 'All b. Abï Tãlib were reportedly called «Mahdï» for their status as righteous leaders. See Ma-
 delung, 1230.

 28 HindT, Muntakhab, VI, 56. Translated by Hayek, 256.
 29 A. Abel traces the characteristics of the Islamic al-Dajjãl back to the Biblical anti-Christ and to
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 What is most interesting, perhaps, is the inversion of natural order that will oc-

 cur during under his reign (men acting like women, etc). al-Dajjãl himself car-

 ries signs of reversing nature, like the water he will bring that will be made of
 fire and the fire that will be made of water30. All of this comes from the Muslim

 community's neglect of the divine law, the shan a. Just as the Israelites disobe-
 yed the message of Moses31, as the 'Adites disobeyed the message of Hud32, so
 too will the Muslims eventually turn away from Islamic law and find themselves

 heading for doom instead of salvation.
 At this time, the Mahdï, who will come from the family of Muhammad

 (through either the Husaynids or the Hasanids), will rise up to power in oppo-
 sition to al-Dajjãl, gathering Muslims together and, according to many tradi-
 tions, conquer Constantinople (and sometimes Rome as well)33. Under his rule,
 which is usually understood as either forty days or forty years, the sharfa will be

 fully carried out and he will fill the world «with equity and justice as it was fil-

 led with oppression and injustice»34. During this time Jesus will descend and
 pray behind the Mahdl in the great communal prayer of all Muslims. Thereaf-
 ter, the two figures, or Jesus alone35, will together kill al-Dajjãl, break Crosses
 and kill Jews36. Jesus will then live out his days peacefully under the Mahdï' s
 rule and be buried in the tomb waiting for him in Medina. So it is that the role

 of the Mahdl is to set things right again. He is precisely the foil of al-Dajjãl, wi-
 thout whom there would be no need of a Mahdl.

 Thus is SunnI eschatology separated from both Christian and Shl'ï
 eschatology. The Mahdl does not usher in a new «millenium» or transform
 the world and its order. Rather, he re-establishes the divine law that
 Muhammad has already received and promulgated, the sharfa , which is

 the Christian al-daggala who appears in the Syriac writings of St. Ephraem, Ps. Methodius and the Apo-
 calypse of al-Bahtra. See « al-Dadjdjãl », EI2, 11:75-7.

 30 Abel, 75. Here he is quoting a tradition from the Bab dhikr al-Dajjal of both Bukhârï and
 Muslim.

 31 See Qur'an 7:138-140.

 32 See Qur'an 11:50-60, 7:65-72.
 33 See Madelung, «Mahdï», 1234.

 34 This refrain appears repeatedly in eschatological traditions, e.g. from Ahmad b. Hanbal: «The
 Mahdï will come from my community, whether his life is lengthened or shortened. He will live seven, ei-
 ght or nine years. He will fill the earth with equity and justice as it was filled with oppression and inju-
 stice». Musnad , 10982.

 35 According to Madelung, earlier traditions have Jesus alone killing al-Dajjãl, while only in later
 traditions does the Mahdï get involved in the action. He does not, however, offer any evidence for this
 conclusion. See Madelung, «Mahdï», 1234.

 36 Note the widespread hadïth: «...the earth cried out and there did not remain a rock, nor a tree,
 nor anything except that which said, 'O Muslim! There is a Jew behind me, so kill him!' except for the
 ghurdaqa , for it is a Jewish tree». Bukhârï, Bãb qitãl al-yahüd , 2858; Muslim Bãb lã taqüm al-sã'a h ata. . . ,
 7284.
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 both perfect and eternal. Under the Mahdï' s reign, the sharfa will be
 fully implemented, and the world will return to its natural order:

 Tranquillity will be established and there will be peace; a man will encounter

 a lion without danger; he will pick up a snake without harm. The earth will provide

 vegetation as it did in the time of Adam. All of the inhabitants of the world will be-

 lieve in Jesus and all will form one religious community37.

 Jesus, then, still has a central role in this second view, even though he is
 not identified with the Mahdï. For it is Jesus who will «will descend from the
 sky on the hill of 'Afïq38, as a guiding imam, a just judge, dressed in a short,
 smooth burnus with a large front, carrying in his hand a lance with which he
 will kill Dajjãl»39. Moreover, while most of these traditions have the Mahdï lea-
 ding the general prayer in Jerusalem, with Jesus behind him, others put Jesus in

 front. For some found it impossible that a prophet would pray behind the
 Mahdï, who is after all a regular human and therefore necessarily inferior to all

 prophets40. Other traditions are still more focused on Jesus, relating that the
 Mahdï will ultimately hand over his rule to Jesus, who will reign in anticipation

 of the Day of Religion41.
 Finally, we have a third view, most famously expressed by the prophetic

 hadïth passed down by al-rHasan al-Basn (110/728): «The affair will only get
 more distressful, and the world will be in flight; People will only get more
 greedy, and the Hour will come upon the evil ones of the people. There will be
 no Mahdï other than Jesus son of Mary»42. According to this view, there is only

 one figure to rise up (or descend, as it were) in the end times: Jesus. It is he who

 leads the prayer and kills al-Dajjãl, and also Jesus who will rule at the
 eschaton.

 This third view, however, later lost popularity, certainly weakened by its
 uncomfortably Christian tenor. Proponents of the second view attempted to in-

 terpret away al-Hasan's statement as meaning that no one but Jesus spoke in
 the cradle ( mahd )43, or that the Mahdï would rule only in submission to Jesus'

 37 HindT, Muntakhab , translated Hayek, 256.

 38 A place usually considered to be in Palestine. Other traditions have Jesus appearing in Dama-
 scus. See Anawati, 83.

 39 HindT, Muntakhab , reference from Hayek, 256.

 40 Al-Taftazãni (792/1390) argued that it would only befit a prophet to be in front of the Mahdï.
 Suyûtï, Haytamï and others argued that such homage paid to the Mahdï is a disrespect to Abü Bakr and
 'Umar who are the two most excellent of men after the prophets. See Madelung, «Mahdï», 1235.

 41 See Madelung, «Mahdï», 1233.
 42 Preserved by Ibn Mãja, in his Bãb shiddat al-zamãn (4162). However, In the same book, Ibn

 Mãja includes hadïth relating that the Mahdï will be from the offspring of Fatima (e.g. 4185).
 43 See Qur'än 19:30.
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 guidance. Modern scholars, too, have criticized this hadlth, arguing that it was
 fabricated by Sunnls to combat the Shfï notion of the Qä'im/Mahdl, which was
 based on the dictum that he would be a direct descendent of the prophet44,
 Yet, as Massignon long ago argued, this third viewpoint is widely accepted in
 the earliest sources45.

 The later scholarly conflict over this hadlth is evident in the consideration

 given it by Ibn 'Asãkir al-Dimashqï (571/1176). He begins by quoting those
 who have their doubts about its authenticity: «Ibn Shãhln said, 'the only one to
 report this hadlth is al-Shãfi'I and I do not know anyone who reports it from
 him other than Yünis. This is a hadlth with a strange isnãd and a famous matny

 except for the statement, 'there is no Mahdl except for Jesus son of Mary'»46.
 Yet Ibn al- 'Asãkir himself is not ready to cast the hadlth aside so quickly. He
 goes on to quote a similar hadlth, with the same isnãd, that also includes the fa-

 mous statement about Jesus47. Thereafter he directly contests the statement of

 Ibn Shãhln above, by stating that «[this hadlth] has indeed been transmitted by
 another path than Yünis», and by quoting another isnãd48. Finally, he relates
 two accounts from the famous Successors, Mujãhid (ca. 102/720) and al-Hasan
 al-Basrl himself, that explicitly affirm «the Mahdl is Jesus son of Mary»49. The

 implication is clear: for Ibn al-'Asãkir, there is no Mahdl except for
 Jesus.

 His witness, and this third view, are strengthened by other strands of tra-

 dition that portray Jesus as the Mahdl, although less explicitly. Notice, for
 example, the hadlth recorded by Ahmad b. Hanbal:

 Jesus the son of Mary will descend as a just imãm, with a righteous decree. He

 44 The logic behind their argument relates to the Shfï insistence that the imãmate belongs to a di-
 rect descendent of the Prophet through his daughter Fatima, who will ultimately restore the prophet's
 family to its rightful place. By naming Jesus as the Mahdï and the restorer, Sunnïs cut out the heart of
 Shfï eschatology. See Hayek, 243; A. Sachedina, Islamic Messianism (Albany 1981), 172. The validity of
 this theory rests on the question of whether the Shfï idea of the Qâ'im/Mahdï had clearly developed be-
 fore this hadïth was circulated (certainly by the time of Shâfi'ï, 204/820). Meanwile, other scholars, in-
 cluding Modarressi, suggest that the influence also occurred the other way around, that the idea of the
 Shfï Qä'im was heavily influenced by that of the Sunnï Mahdï. While the idea seems circular, such mu-
 tual influence is not improbable, as the co-existing communities experienced parallel doctrinal develop-
 ment. See H. Modarressi, Crisis and Consolidation in the Formative Period of Shi' ite Islam (Princeton
 1993), 89-91.

 45 See L. Massignon, «L'Homme parfait en Islam», Opera Minora , 3 Vols. (Beirut 1963), 1:114,
 note 3. Here he provides references to several authors who gave credence to this view, including al-
 Dhahabï, Ibn Khaldün and al-Subkï. Later, however, Massignon concedes that the genesis of this hadïth
 is likely related to anti-Shfï sentiment, p. 118.

 46 Ibn al-'Asäkir, Sirat al-sayyid al-Masth, Ed. Suleiman Mourad (Beirut 1996), 273.
 47 This version adds the phrase, «and the era [or the world] will only increase in flight». Ibn al-

 'Asäkir, 275.
 48 Ibn al-'Asäkir, 275.
 49 Ibn al-'Asäkir, 277-278.
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 will break Crosses, kill swine, and bring back peace. He will make swords into sic-

 kles... The sky will let down its sustenance and the earth will send forth its blessing.

 A child will play harmlessly with a snake. The wolf will shepherd flocks and the

 lion cattle, without harming them50.

 Another, shorter version of the same hadlth gives us the clue that we are
 looking for, naming Jesus as «just imãm and MahdT»51. In this third view, then,

 Jesus takes center stage in the eschatological drama. Not only is he the one to
 lead the prayer, kill al-Dajjãl and rule in anticipation of the Resurrection, but
 certain traditions even portray him as the judge when the Hour arrives52.

 Thus a significant strand of SunnI tradition explicitly identifies Jesus as the

 Mahdl. Moreover, even the more prevalent view, which allows for the Mahdï
 and Jesus two different roles in the eschaton, makes Jesus a prominent, if not

 central, figure. Thus the SunnI Islamic Jesus carries both the title (« al-Masfh ) and

 the role (as eschatological protagonist) of the Christian Jesus, only the associa-
 tion of that title with that role is missing.

 Yet this only makes us ask, why is it Jesus that fulfills this role? According

 to strict Islamic doctrine, all prophets are created equal, although Muhammad
 as the khãtam al-nabiyytn has a certain priority. Why then, would Jesus be Go-

 ďs instrument in the end times? Several reasons might be suggested. We have
 already had a glance at the first one, which is Jesus' high standing in the Qur'an.

 A further point regarding this might be added. In Islam, like in Christianity, Je-

 sus can be considered the new Adam, although not in the sense of Saint Paul
 (Rom. 5). The Islamic Jesus is the new Adam simply by being born without a fa-

 ther, directly through the divine decree «He merely says 'be' and it is»53. Thus
 like Adam, with whom human history began, Jesus was created directly from
 the will of God, and it is fitting that human history should end with
 him.

 Moreover, it should never be forgotten in the consideration of these que-
 stions that Islam was born with Christian neighbors all around her. From Syria
 to Palestine to Egypt; from Ethiopia to Yemen to Iraq, the Christian world for-

 med a veritable circle around Muhammad's Arabia. With the Islamic conque-

 50 Musnady 10044.

 51 See Ibn Hanbal, Musnad , 9220.

 52 It is generally accepted that Jesus will have a role on the Day of Religion as a witness against the
 Christians. Cf. Qur'än 5:116 and 4:159. Note also the hadïth recorded by Bukhãrí: «At the Last Jud-
 gment, the Christians will be told, 'What have you worshipped?' They will reply, 'We have worshipped
 al-Masïh, the Son of God.' For this they shall wallow in Hell». Bukhãrí, Bãb qawl Allah taãlã wujüh...,
 121Ò. See also Wensinck, «al-Masïh», EI2, VL726. What is more, certain $ùfïs have given Jesus a still hi-
 gher place, as the very judge over humanity. Note for example, Ibn 'Arabï' s statement, «Know that wi-
 thout doubt Jesus will descend and will be our judge». See Anawati, 85.

 53 Qur an 3:48.
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 sts, Muslims plunged into the heart of that world and were in constant dialogue

 with it. Moreover, converts from Christianity gradually filled its ranks. It would

 be unreasonable to expect, then, that Christian influences would not infiltrate
 into the Islamic religious system, and into the area of eschatology. We have al-
 ready seen the Syriac Christian origin of al-Dajjãl. In fact, we can trace other
 parallels with biblical (e.g. Daniel, Mark XIII and Revelation) and non-biblical
 (e.g. the Apocalypse of St. Ephraem) texts54.

 Related to this last point is the picture drawn of Jesus in early Islamic tra-

 ditions as the epitome of piety and other- worldliness. In many of these ac-
 counts, Jesus appears as the model ascetic {zãhid) and mystic. His description
 centers on «poverty, on detachment from the life of this world, denunciation of

 false wisdom and of the specious sureties of this world»55. This picture is pain-
 ted in vivid colors by the Swedish bishop Tor Andrae, who, in his Garden of
 Myrtles , introduces the ascetic Christ as the model of righteousness for early
 Muslim mystics, even before the figure of Muhammad56. It is this aspect of Je-

 sus' character that makes him perfectly suited to call the world into repentance
 and submission to God in the end times.

 This reverence for Jesus also appears later, with several Süfls. We find
 both Hallãj (309/922) and Ibn al-'Arabî (638/1240), from opposite ends of the
 Islamic world, referring to Jesus as khãtam al-awliya (the seal of the saints, in
 parallel to the designation of Muhammad as khãtam al-nabiyyïn , seal of the pro-

 phets)57. This phrase carried two parallel meanings. The first is qualitative, that

 Jesus epitomizes saintliness, particularly in his zuhd (asceticism) and his purity.
 Jesus was born with the mystical orientation, a simple and correct standing with

 God, for which others must constantly and arduously strive58. The second mea-

 ning is temporal, that Jesus as the «seal» is the last of the saints, the one whose
 descent marks the arrival of the eschaton.

 54 In S.A. Arjomand's unpublished paper «Islamic Apocalypticism in the Classic Period», he
 points out some intriguing connections between Daniel and Islamic eschatological notions, including
 the relation between the Hebrew « milãma » and the Arabic « malãhim », which is used in parallel to «//-
 tan » (Cf. Marwazï's kitãb al-Fitan ). In his EI2 article «al-Dadjdjãl», Longrigg traces a tradition of the
 Christ/anti-Christ drama from the New Testament (Mark XIII, Revelation) to Pseudo-apocalyptic lite-
 rature (St. Ephraem, Pseudo-Methodius), and then to Ibn Hanbal and other Islamic writers. See
 £72,111:76.

 55 Hayek, 85.

 56 See T. Andrae, In the Garden of Myrtles: Studies in Early Islamic Mysticism, Trans. B. Sharpe
 (Albany 1987), esp. Ch. 1.

 57 In other places of course, Ibn al-'Arabi uses this term to refer to himself. See Ibn al-'Arabi's Fu-
 tühät and the chapter therein on Jesus.

 58 Entendez.. .que Jésus est le seul homme né absolument pauvre de lui-même , vis-à-vis de Dieu,
 puisque lui seul n'a jamais eu d'autre agent d'individuation que l'Esprit de Dieu; ce que les autres saints
 deviennent, avec la transformation et renaissance graduelles de leur moi ( nafs ) charnel en moi spirituel
 {roûh), à l'aide de l'Eprit qui les sanctifie - Jésus l'a été dès sa naissance même, du premier jet; un pur
 konl {bel)» Massignon, La Passion d'al-Hallaj (Paris 1922), 11:687.
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 III. The Qä'im: His Birth and Disappearance

 The development of Shï'I eschatological doctrine is at once more evident
 and equally obscure as that of the Sunnls59. For unlike SunnI doctrine, its gene-

 sis can be traced directly to a series of historical events. These events, however,

 remain ultimately out of reach of the historian. Nevertheless, they led to a fun-

 damental change in the character of Imãml Shi'ism. As expressed by S. A. Arjo-
 mand, the result was «a basic transformation of the imãmate from a legitimist
 theory of authority of the descendants of 'All into a principle of salvation»60.
 We will argue here that yet another transformation occurred thereby: Imãml
 Shi'ism turned into a fundamentally eschatological religion.

 In the year 260/874, the eleventh imam of the Imãmiyya, al-Hasan al-
 'Askarï (260/874), died, apparently without leaving any offspring to take over
 his role61. What in another context might mean internal dissension and struggle

 for power, entailed still graver consequences for the Imãmiyya. For they held
 both that the imãmate must be designated (nass) from father to son, and that
 the world could not exist, even for an instant, without an imãm, who is the

 proof ( hujja ) of God, the very axis (qutb) around which the world
 spins62.

 The Shf a had already been through grave crises over the succession of the

 Imãmate, most notably with the death of the sixth Imãm, Ja'far al-Sãdiq
 (148/765). Ja'far's son and designated successor (Ismãil) had pre-deceased
 him, yet also had left an infant son, Muhammad, behind. Many questioned
 whether that designation was valid if the designated died before becoming
 imãm, and whether an infant might be capable of receiving the imãmate. Thus,

 while a party of the Shf a followed the imãmate of Muhammad b. Ismâ'll b.

 59 In this section, as will been seen, I am heavily reliant on S. A. Arjomand, who has recently writ-
 ten a series of valuable articles on the formation of the theology of occultation. See Arjomand, «The Cri-
 sis of the Imãmate and the Institution of Occultation in Twelver Shfïsm: A Sociohistorical Perspective»,
 International Journal of Middle East Studies, 28.3 (1996), 491-515; «The Consolation of Theology: The
 Shfïte Doctrine of Occultation and the Transition from Chiliasm to Law», Journal of Religion, 76.4
 (1996), 548-571; «Imãm Absconditus and the Beginning of a Theology of Occultation», Journal of the
 American Oriental Society , 117.1 (1997), 1-12. See also Arjomand, The Shadow of God , Introduc-
 tion.

 60 Arjomand, «Consolation of Theology», 549.

 61 «He died and no offspring was seen after him». Quoted by both Sa'd b. 'Abd Allãh al-Qummï
 {k. al-Maqãlãt wa al-firaq) and Hasan b. Müsä al-Nawbakhtï (k. Firaq al-Shfa). See Arjomand, «Imam
 Absconditus», 1.

 62 The Imãm «is a pillar of God's unity. The Imãm is immune from sin and error. The Imãm s are
 those from whom «God has removed all impurity and made them absolutely pure» [Qur'ân 33:33]; they
 are possessed of the power of miracles and of irrefutable arguments '_dalã}il' ' and they are for the protec-
 tion of the people of the earth just as the stars are for the inhabitants of the heavens. They may be like-
 ned, in this community, to the ark of Noah: he who boards it obtains salvation and reaches the gate of
 repentance». S. Jafri, Origins and Early Development of Shfï Islam (London 1979), 294. Quoted by Ar-
 jomand, Shadow of God , 35.
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 Ja'far (and eventually formed the Ismä'Üiyya), the majority eventually turned to

 another of Ja'far's sons, Musã al-Käzim (183/799) (and eventually formed the
 Imãmiyya)63. When Hasan al-'Askarï died, strife once again befell the Imãml
 community. The resolution would once again come by acknowledging the ¿ma-
 rnate of the deceased's son, only in this case he was a son that only a few even
 claimed to have seen.

 al-'Askarl's death plunged the Shï'î community into a state of confusion
 and division even greater than that which followed Ja'far's death. Hasan b.
 Musã al-Nawbakhtl (305/917), the Shfl heresiographer par excellence , provides
 for us a list of fourteen different sects that arose at the time, each with a diffe-

 rent conception of the imãmate64. The group that ultimately prevailed maintai-

 ned that a son by the name of Muhammad had been born to the late Imam65.
 The new Imam, they maintained, had disappeared into occultation {ghayba), a
 state where he was fully alive and still acting as God's hujja, yet invisible to hu-

 manity. The account of his birth and occultation, as related by Hakïma, the
 guardian of the ImãirTs mother66, reveals the extraordinary nature of the new
 Imam:

 I woke up with the sense of my Master, so I lifted up her [the Imam's mother]

 covering and he (peace be upon him) was prostrating... I held him (peace be upon

 him) close to me and he was entirely clean... [Hasan al-'Askarï] said to him, «speak

 my son!» And he said, «I bear witness that there is no god but God alone - He has

 no partner - and that Muhammad is the messenger of God». Then he blessed the
 Commander of the Faithful ['Alï b. Abï Tãlib], and all of the Imãms until he stop-

 ped with his father67.

 63 These were not the only sects that formed. Others (the Fathiyya) followed the imãmate of ano-
 ther son, 'Abd Allah, who died shortly after his father. The Näwüsiyya, in contrast, maintained that
 Ja'far had not died, but rather went into occultation. See E. Kohlberg, «Musã al-Kã?im», EI 2,
 VII:645ff.

 64 Of these, some maintained that al-'Askarï himself was the Qâ'im, others looked to 'Askarï's
 brother Ja'far as a new Imãm or accepted the idea that al-'Askarï had a son in concealment. One of the
 groups, simply, «put off any statement until the matter became clear for them». See Sachedina, 42-56
 for a full list of these groups.

 65 The choice of this name is not coincidental, as many traditions relate that the Mahdï will bear
 the same name of the prophet. The same name was borne by other Mahdï candidates, such as Muham-
 mad b. al-Hanafiyya (81/700) and Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya (145/763). The latter also bore the
 prophet's kunya «ibn 'Abd Allãh», which further supported his claim. See H. Laoust, Les Schismes dans
 l'Islam: introduction à une étude de la religion musulmane (Paris 1983), 30ff. See also Modarressi, 90, n.
 198, for references to traditions on the subject.

 66 The daughter of the ninth Imãm (Muhammad al-Jawãd) (220/835) and paternal aunt of the ele-
 venth Imam, al-'Askarï. The Hidden Imâm's mother, according to the sources, was a Byzantine slave girl
 by the name of Narjis. See Sachedina, 72.

 7 Ibn Bäbüya, Kamãl al-dïn wa tamãm al-ni'ma , 2 Vols. (Tehran 1378/1959), 11:98, most likely the
 earliest version of the account. A more developed version can be seen in Muhammad b. al-Hasan Al-
 Tû§ï, Kitãb al-ghayba (Qumm 1411), 237 and 239. Cf. Sachedina, 73-74.
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 The Imam's miraculous ability of speech as a child should immediately
 conjure up in us analogies to Jesus' miraculous speech in the cradle (Qur'än
 3:46, 19:29-30). Indeed, at least one Imãml author, al-Shaykh al-Mufld
 (413/1022), made this comparison to justify the reasonableness of the birth ac-
 count. He does not draw the analogy any further however, and he makes a simi-

 lar comparison to John's (Yahyã b. Zakariyya) «authority when only a child»
 (Qur'än 19: 12)68.

 The above account is continued by TusI, who relates that when Haklma
 returned on the third day (or the seventh, in another version) to visit the child,

 al-'Askarl told her «O aunt!, The child is within the shelter and sanctuary of
 God, who has concealed him and hidden him ( ghayyabahu ) until the permis-
 sion of God is given to him»69. Thus the new Imam became the Hidden Imam,
 and will remain so until his parousia (. zuhür ), when he will return as the Qa im

 (the Riser or Redresser) to rally his followers against their enemies.
 The idea of a hidden Imam was not without precedent among the 'Alids.

 The idea that 'All b. Abl Tãlib himself did not die, but rather was in some type
 of occultation, is often attributed to the obscure figure 'Abd Allãh b. Sabã' and
 his followers (sometimes referred to as the Sabâ'iyya)70. When 'All's son (not by

 Fatima) Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya died (81/700), a somewhat better known
 party, the Kaysaniyya, maintained that he had disappeared into ghayba in the
 mountains outside of Medina known as Radwa, and would return as the Mahdl.
 Similar claims were made on behalf of his son, Abü Hãshim (98/717), who died

 childless. Likewise, the Hasanid Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya (the Pure Soul,
 145/762) was thought to have disappeared into ghayba and his parousia as the
 Mahdl was imminently expected. Most relevant, perhaps, is the Shfl movement
 known as the Wäqifiyya, who argued that the historical imãmate had come to a
 stop ( wãqif) with the seventh Imãm, Musa al-Kãzim. al-Kãzim, they argued,
 would soon emerge from ghayba to lead his followers to triumph71. Thus, it has

 been argued, the pragmatic leadership of the Imãmiyya borrowed the notion of
 ghayba from «chiliastic extremists», but used it to consolidate their power and
 stabilize their community72.

 The Hidden Imam's ghayba was different in at least one respect, however
 Unlike his predecessors he continued to address the Imãml community for

 68 See Sachedina, 58.
 69 Tûçï, 238.

 70 See M. Hodgson, «'Abd Allãh b. Saba'», EI2, 1:51.
 71 Hence the genre of literature on the ghayba that appears in the early ninth century, well before

 al-'Askarl's death. This was the arena of debate between the Wäqifiyya and the mainstream Imâmï com-
 munity, who recognized the imãmate of 'All al-Ri<Jã (203/818). Unfortunately, the vast majority of these
 books are not extant today. See the list compiled by Modarressi, 87, n. 184.

 72 See Arjomand, «Consolation of Theology», 550.
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 some time. He communicated through the appointed leader of that commu-
 nity, alternatively referred to as the gate {bãb), mediator {safír) or agent ( waktl

 or wasiyy )73. In 329/940, however, the fourth and final of these agents, 'All b.
 Muhammad al-Samarrl (329/941) announced that, «Indeed, the second occul-
 tation has occurred, and there will be no parousia save with God's permis-
 sion»74. With this, the twelfth and final Imam of the Shî' a went into complete

 occultation {al-ghayba al-kubrã or al-tamma)15 . He remains in the same state to-

 day, fully alive and waiting for the Hour to arrive when he will reveal himself as

 the Riser of Muhammad's family {Qä'im ãl Muhammad ), the Lord of Time
 {Sãhib al-zamãn) and the Redresser by the Sword {al-Qâ'im bi l-sayf )76.

 The Imãmiyya also added another title to their Hidden Imam, one likely
 borrowed from the type of SunnI traditions that we have seen above: al-Mahdl,
 the one «to fill the earth with equity and justice as it was filled with oppression

 and injustice»77. While at first there was some confusion over the identity of the

 Qä'im and Mahdl78, eventually the Imãmiyya began to use the terms interchan-
 geably. This is seen, for example, in the writings of al Mufld, who reports that

 they simply describe different aspects of his character: «The Qä'im is named

 73 The first of these was 'Uthmãn ibn Said al-'Amrï (304/917), who successfully rallied the sup-
 port of the Imamiyya in opposition to Ja'far al-'Askarï, the brother of the eleventh imãm. al-'Amrï (along
 with his father) had run affairs for the tenth and eleventh imãms. Their decrees to the faithful appeared
 in 'Amrî's handwriting. After the death of Hasan al-'Askarï, the faithful continued to receive decrees in
 the same handwriting, which were now identified as coming from the twelfth Imãm, identified as the
 Sãhib al-bayt or the Sãhib al-zamãn or al-Imãm al-ghã'ib. The next two waklls were both from the power-
 ful house of al-Nawbakhtï: Abü Sahl Ismail b. 'All (310/923) and Abü 1-Qãsim ibn Rüh(326/938). The
 final waktl is a litde known figure, remembered only for announcing the onset of the major occultation:
 'Alï b. Muhammad al-Samarrï (329/941). See Arjomand, «Crisis of the Imamate», 502-508.

 74 A tradition quoted by both Ibn Bäbüya and al-Tûsï. See Arjomand, «Crisis of the Imãmate»,
 508.

 75 The earlier period was now seen as the Short Occultation ( al-ghayba al-qasïra).

 76 Other titles include: al-Qâ'im bi-amr Allãh , «The one to rise by the command of God », or
 «The one to carry out the command of God», and «Sãhib hadha l-Amr,» «The lord of this command».
 See Madelung, «Kä'im ãl Muhammad», EI2, IV:456. At the same time, another vein of tradition identi-
 fies all of the Imãms as «Qa'im», since they all «rose by the command of God». In a tradition preserved
 by al-Kulaynï, a man by the name of al-Hakam reports how he encountered the fifth Imãm (Muhammad
 al-Bãqir) in Medina, and declared «'I will not leave Medina until I know whether or not you are the
 Qä'im Al Muhammad [of Muhammad's family] '...so he said «O Hakam, each one of us is Qä'im bi-amr
 Allãh' I said, 'So you are the Mahdï?' He said, 'Each one of us guide [ nahdï ' to God.' I said, 'So you are
 the Sãhib bi-l-sayf [Lord by the Sword]?' He said, «Each one of us is Sãhib bi-l-sayf and the inheritor of
 the sword.'» Usui al-kãfi , Bãb inna al-a'imma kullahum qä'imün , 1404. Cf. also 1405.

 77 This refrain appears among Shfï authors (e.g. Tuçï, 178ff., 261; Ibn Bãbuya, Kamãl al-dïn
 I:369ff., 403-405) verbatim with the hadïth in Sunnï collections.

 78 On the historical process by which the Shfa included the concept of Mahdï into that of Qä'im,
 see Modarressi, 89-91. Mentioned therein is a tradition where the ninth Imãm, Muhammad al-Jawãd
 (220/835) is asked by one of his students whether the Qä'im and the Mahdï are two persons or one. He
 responds that they are, indeed, the same person. Ja'far al-Sãdiq is reported to have given an explanatory
 answer to the same question, saying that he is named Mahdï, «because he guides to the secret things; and
 he is named Qä'im because he will rise after death. He will rise for an important task». See Arjomand,
 Shadow of God , 40.
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 Mahdl simply because he will guide ( yahdî) to the matter that has been neglec-
 ted. He is called Qa'im because for his rising (qiyams) with the truth»79.

 In the same statement above, delivered by al-Samarrï on behalf of the Hid-

 den Imam, the Shf a were also warned against following pretenders who claim
 to act on behalf of the Imam80. The Shf a were not to rise up before his parou-

 sia> but rather to wait patiently, practicing taqiyya 81 . While pretenders arose the

 great majority of the community was eventually unified under this new eschato-

 logiçal doctrine, which at once encouraged Shfï religious hopes and political
 quietism. In this way, the de facto de-politization of the Imämate did not be-
 come de jure , yet the Imam continued to be acknowledged as the head of the
 community. In fact, Imãmi theologians such as Ibn Bäbüya (381/991-2) postu-
 lated that the Imam, as the vehicle of God's grace ( lutf) and the proof of God
 ( hujja ) must still be the leader of the Shi'a, even if he is hidden:

 The heart is hidden to the rest of the body parts. It is not seen with the eye,

 smelled with the nose, tasted with the mouth or touched with the hand. Yet it is

 the one that manages these body parts, and ensures their well-being, although it is

 hidden from them. If the heart was not there, the management of the body parts

 would fail and its functions would not be right. So the heart is needed to ensure the

 well-being of the body parts. Thus the world needs the Imam to ensure its
 well-being82.

 Of particular interest to us here is the question of how this religious
 system, with its accompanying eschatological doctrine, coalesced out of the
 chaos that followed the death of the eleventh imãm, al-Hasan al-'Askarl
 (260/874)83. For this period was not only one of doctrinal speculation, but also

 79 al-Mufïd, k. al-Irshãd (Beirut 1399/1979), 364.

 80 «There will soon be among my Shf a those who claim to have seen me. Indeed whoever claims
 seeing me before the rising of the Sufyânï and the cosmic batde cry i$ay/pa) is a slanderous liar». See Ar-
 jomand, «Crisis of the Imãmate», 508.

 81 Taqiyya is the Shfï doctrine that legitimates dissimulation. Thereby, if one is in hostile surroun-
 dings, one can deny being a Shfï . Its institution allowed for communal survival in the face of Sunni per-
 secution. At the same time, the institution of taqiyya theoretically means the abrogation of jihãd. Conver-
 sely, its abrogation will mean the institution of jihãd. While early writers see taqiyya as optional, begin-
 ning with Ibn Bäbüya (381/991-2), many writers describe it as obligatory. Al-Mufïd (413/1032) built on
 the relation of taqiyya and jihãd by subverting the traditional dichotomy of dãr al-islãm (the sphere of
 Islam, which all Muslims must fight to increase) and dãral-harb (the sphere of war, where, collectively,
 the Islamic community must wage war). He adds the category of dãr al-imãn (the sphere of faith) which
 is constituted by the Shi'a who are within the dãr al-islãm. According to Mufïd, Shf ïs are not called to fi-
 ght in the dãr al-harb , but rather to transform the dãr al-islãm by converting those therein to Shf ïsm. See
 S.A. Arjomand, Shadow of God , 61-62.

 82 Ibn Bäbüya, Kamãl ai-din 1:317.

 83 Arjomand describes the doctrine surrounding the Hidden Imãm as the outcome of «a despe-
 rate effort to resolve the immediate problems of the imãmate..». «Consolation of Theology», 548.
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 one of intense social struggle84. As one interested party remarked: «We were
 wrangling over this matter like dogs over a corpse»85.

 Imâmï Shflsm was indeed threatened with extinction by the confusion
 {hayra) set off first by al-'Askarï's death and then by al-ghayba al-tammcř 6. Yet

 through this turbulent period a remarkably productive process of theological
 development occurred, so that by the time Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Tûsï
 (459/1067) sat down to write his k. al-Ghayha , he could say «We know there-
 fore the soundness of the son of Hasan [al-'Askarl], peace be upon him, and
 the soundness of his ghayba and his birth. We need not be troubled with di-
 scourse on affirming his birth and the reason for his ghayba»81.

 This process can be witnessed in the work of a select group of Imãml theo-

 logians who, aided by a conducive political climate88, established the theologi-
 cal system that would endure permanently as orthodox Imãml Shi'ism. They
 unified Shfï views about the reality of the al-'Askarl's son, his ghayba and his
 eschatological return as the Qa'im. At the same time these writers also built a
 coherent and enduring theological system upon that event: «The idea of occul-

 tation was deapocalypticized and transformed into a fixed component of the
 Shfï theodicy and theology»89.

 Ultimately, it is this experience, and its theological aftermath as seen with

 these writers, that would irrevocable separate Shi'ism from Sunnism. The cru-

 cial element in this separation, we will argue, is the nature and meaning of the
 eschatological event. Thus we will aim to show how, by examining the work of
 these writers, the understanding of the Qa'im's role in the eschaton was for-
 med, and the resulting implications for the figure of Jesus.

 84 We have not here addressed the socio-political aspect of these events, which were unquestiona-
 bly critical in the determination of the victorious party. Addressed from this perspective, the theological
 developments of taqiyya , the ghayba and the return {ma' ãd) can be understood as inspired by the prag-
 matism and sobriety of the Imâmï leaders. For example, the two main factions that emerged after the
 death of al-'Askarl were those who supported the idea of a Hidden Imãm (led by the first agent ( waktD
 of that Imãm, al-'Amrl), and those who had opposed it in favor of naming al-'Askarl's brother, Ja'far, the
 twelfth imãm. The first party was «encouraged» in their beliefs, as Modarressi suggests, by their desire
 to keep al-'Askarl's estate out of the hands of his brother. See Modarressi, Ch. 3.

 85 This from Shalmaghanï, who was initially the deputy of the third wakil, Ibn Rüh. When the lat-
 ter was imprisoned, however, Shalmaghanï claimed himself to be the intermediary with the Hidden
 Imãm, but apparendy conceived the latter more in terms of a Persian/Zoroastrian «savior-king» than in
 Islamic terms. See Arjomand, «Crisis of the Imãmate», 507-8.

 86 Evidence for this is seen in the writings of Ibn Bäbüya, who uses the word ghayba almost inter-
 changeably with hayra , or confusion. This is seen frequently in his al-lmãma wa-al-tabsira min al-hayra
 (Beirut 1407/1987).

 87 Tost, 3.

 88 The period from the mid-ninth to the mid-tenth century is known as the «Shfï century», in part
 due to the rule of the Shfï Büyids in Baghdad and throughnt Iran.

 89 Armojand, «Crisis of the Imãmate», 509.
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 IV. The Qä'im and Jesus through Srifl Eyes

 One of the earliest mentions that we have of the Hidden Imam's ghayba
 comes from the aforementioned Abü Sahl al-NawbakhtL Around the year
 290/903, al-Nawbakhtï relates that al-'Askarfs son was expected to return from

 hiding, a concept he finds not unreasonable since he had been in hiding for
 only thirty years90. In his Firaq al-Shfa 91, Nawbakhtl introduces the various
 Shrt sects that had appeared upon al-Hasan's death, fourteen in all, and argues
 in favor of the one that would become the Imãmiyya. Their position is the
 strongest, he argues, since «there can be no imãmate vested in two brothers,
 following one another, after al-Hasan and al-Husayn. Therefore, the imãmate is
 not possible except among the descendants of al-Hasan b. 'All (al-'Askarl)».
 And there must be a living descendant since, «If the imãmate disappeared from
 the world even for a moment, the earth and its inhabitants would perish»92. Na-

 wbakhtl, however, pays little attention to the parousia of the Qä'im, and none
 to the place of Jesus in the end times.

 The Imãml traditionist al-Kulaynl (329/940-1) includes a Bab ft l-ghayba in
 his Usül al-kãft 3, yet like Nawbakhtï he gives attention only to the question of

 the Occultation and is less forthcoming on the question of the parousia. Moreo-
 ver, the doctrines surrounding the lesser and greater occultation, along with the

 eschatological nature of the parousia {khurüj) are clearly not fully developed in
 his work94. The following tradition preserved Kulaynï shows just how vague
 these remained:

 90 It comes clear from this statement by Nawbakhtï that the Imâmï community initially expected
 the Qä'im to emerge after only brief exile. Notice, to this effect, his comment that the Wãqifiyya were
 absurd for expecting the return of Müsä al-Kãzim, whose death (or occultation as them claim) occurred
 over 105 years ago (This in his k. al-Tanbïh. See Modarressi, 88-9). When the Qä'im failed to emerge
 and it became accepted that his return would be at the end times, Imâmï theologians explained the ap-
 parent change in divine will with a concept borrowed from the Mu'tazila: badã' (here meaning change,
 alteration). Ibn Bãbõya had misgivings about the idea of bada, as it seemed to imply that God changed
 His mind and thus to be a defect. Mufïd, however, refined the Shfï interpretation of badã', presenting it
 as a parallel idea to naskh (abrogation), which was universally accepted as an active force in the divine
 authorship of the Qur'an. Tûsï describes bada not as an alteration of the divine will, but rather as a new
 disclosure of a constant truth. He also maintained that certain fundamental truths are unalterable, e.g.
 the attributes of God and the promise of reward to the ahi al-bayt. See Sachedina, 153-156.

 91 Ed. Helmut Ritter (Istanbul 1931).

 92 Abü Sahl al-NawbakhTT, Firaq al-Shfa, quoted by Sachedina, 49-50.
 93 al-Kulaynï's reputation, initially, was not well established as his traditionalist approach was di-

 sparaged by rationalist, Mu'tazilï influenced Imâmï Shfïs such as Sharif al-Murtadã (436/1044). Yet Ku-
 laynï's influence on the scholars that we will subsequendy consider is unmistakable. Ibn Bäbüya follo-
 wed in his footsteps in Qümm, while both al-Mufïd and al-Tûçï overtly praised his work. Ultimately, his
 U$ül al-kãfi became recognized as one of the canonical four books of Shfï tradition, and is generally re-
 garded as the most authoritative. See Madelung, «al-Kulaynï», EI2, V:362-3.

 94 Kulaynï reports a hadïth that shows the idea of the two ghaybas in the midst of development,
 «[Ja 'far al-Sãdiq] said, The Qä'im has two ghaybas. In one of them he will attend the [Hajj]. He will see
 people, but they will not see him». Bãb ft l-ghayba , 494.
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 I [al-Asbagh b. Nubãta] came to the Amïr al-mu'miriin ['All b. Abï Tãlib] and

 found him pondering, as he was scratching the earth. So I said, 'O Amïr al-mumi-

 riïn , why is that I see you pondering, scratching the earth, do you desire something

 from it?' He said, 'No, by God, I will never desire anything from it or from the

 world, but I was thinking about the birth that will appear from the eleventh of my

 descendants. He will be the Mahdï that will fill the earth with equity and justice as

 it was filled with oppression and injustice. There will be [surrounding] him ghayha

 and confusion, during which some peoples will be led astray and others rightly gui-

 ded.' So I said, 'O Amïr al-mu miriïn, how long will there be confusion and gha-

 yba ?' He said, «Six days or six months or six years»... So I said, 'What will there be

 after that?' He said, «Then God will do what He wishes. For He has beginnings

 and desires and goals and conclusions95.

 These doctrinal developments are more evident in the writings of Ibn Abl

 Zaynab al-Nu'manl (359/970-71), especially his k. al-Ghayba. Yet Nu'mänl, like
 his predecessors, was writing in an atmosphere where great doubt about the oc-

 cultation pervaded the Shï'ï community. The details of the Qa'im's parousia,
 and his relation to Jesus, were of secondary importance. His primary goal was
 rather to establish proofs for the Imamiyya's version of the ghayba9(>. Nu'mânï's

 strategy in doing so was, firstly, to argue that only twelve Imams could exist,
 and secondly to argue that the occultation and the parousia of the last Imam
 followed necessarily.

 In accomplishing the first task, he records a large number hadïth to that
 effect. The most important one, perhaps, is a hadïth that was already present in

 orthodox SunnI collections97, wherein the Prophet Muhammad declares that
 he will be followed by twelve caliphs (alternative versions have twelve amirs -
 commanders or qayyims - guardians)98. Nu'mânï argued, naturally, that the in-
 tent here was the twelve Imams, the direct descendants of the Prophet. The last

 of these is the Hidden Imam, the Qä'im and the Mahdl, who Sunnïs admit must

 95 Usui al-kafi , Bab ft l-ghayba , 889. On Kulayni and the development of the ghayba doctrine, see
 Sachedina, 49-50, 83-4.

 96 «By the end of the fourth decade [i.e. 340/952] when Muhammad b. Ibrãhlm al-Nu'mânï wrote
 his work on the topic 'k. al-Ghayba' , the absolute majority of the Imãmites in the western parts of the
 Shï'ite homeland (in fact, the whole community with very few exceptions) were in a similar state of fierce
 doubt and one way or another rejected the existence of a vanished Imãm». Modarressi, 97. Note also
 the remark of Arjomand, «Despite Abü Sahl Nawbakhtï's efforts, the period of «confusion» ( hayra ) for
 the Imãmiyya continued into the second half of the tenth/fourth century». Shadow of God , 43.

 97 The hadïth appears in both Bukhãrl (as amïrs Bãb al-istakhlãf, 7062) and Muslim (as «caliphs»,
 Bãb al-nãs taba' l-Quraysh, 4667). Similar traditions had already been recorded by Kulaynï and 'All b.
 Bäbüya (328/940-1). See Arjomand, «Consolation of Theology», 552.

 98 al-Nu'mänT, k. al-Ghayba (Beirut 1983), 14. Another Shfï version of this hadïth exists, speaking
 of 12 wastyys (agents). See, for example TÛ?T, 141.
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 come from his descendents". Yet the Sunnis have instead attacked the Prophe-
 t's family, which is the reason why the Imam has gone into hiding100. This adver-

 sarial aspect of the Qa'im doctrine is clearly reflected in the title of Nu'manfs
 first chapter:

 «What is told about the guarding of the secret of the family of Muhammad

 (peace be upon them) from those who are not of his family; about the training in

 the ways of the friends of God and the screening of them from those not of his fa-

 mily, the stubborn, and the refusers of his proclamation to them and of their

 knowledge101.

 Nu'mänl later refers to the parousia of the Qâ'im as the (adhãb' that is, the

 chastisement, or the suffering (which will be received by the opponents of the
 ahi al-bayt , both Sunnïs and other 'Alid sects)102. With language like this, he ral-

 lies the Imamiyya community to continued dedication to the family of the Pro-

 phet (< äl Muhammad ), trusting that they will be vindicated.
 Nu'mânï's interest in writing about the ghayba and the zuhür is intimately

 connected with the state of that community. By insisting on the doctrine of the

 complete ghayba , he encourages political quietism, discouraging pretenders
 claiming to be the agent of the Qâ'im, or the Qâ'im himself. By describing the
 eschatological zuhür of the Hidden Imam, he provides motivation for that quie-

 tism, insuring the Shf a that they will have the ultimate victory103. This is most

 definitely an affair, then, of the Shfl community vs. its enemies, and Jesus, not

 surprisingly, finds no significant place therein. For he is not a uniquely Shfl
 character.

 Yet the question of Jesus' place in the end times had to be ultimately con-
 fronted, in light of the weight of the Qur'anic evidence and the SunnI traditions

 that we have above examined. The unfolding of this process during the follo-
 wing century can be seen in the work of several authors who were the central
 players in establishing orthodox Imãml doctrine. These three thinkers - Ibn
 Bãbõya (381/991-2), al-Mufld (413/1022) and Muhammad b. Hasan al-TusI

 99 Note the Sunnï hadïths: «The Mahdï will come from my community..». Ibn Hanbal, Musnad ,
 10982; «The Mahdï is from us, the people of the house [ahi al-bayt'». Ibn Mäjä, Bãb khurüj al-Mahdï,
 4174.

 100 A tradition from the sixth Imam, Ja'far al-Sãdiq, relates, «There is no choice for the Qâ'im but
 ghayba... he is afraid for himself». Ibn Bäbüya, Kamãl al-dïn, 11:157. Cf. Ibn Bäbüya, 'liai al-sharať (Najaf
 1963), 246; and Kulaynt; Bãb ft l-ghayba , 891. See also Sachedina, 103.

 101 Nu'mänT, 21.

 102 Nu'mänT, 160.

 103 «Know that God revives the earth after its death [Qur'ân 30:18]. Indeed God revives it by the
 justice of the Qâ'im upon his parousia, after its death due to the injustice of the Imams of error [i.e., ille-
 gitimate rulers]». Nu'mänT, 14. Translation from Arjomand, «Consolation of Theology», 552.
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 (459/1067) - confronted questions such as ours in order to «allay the confusion
 of the Shfites»104. In the process, they created a coherent theological system that

 would endure through the present day.
 The first of them, Ibn Bãbõya, wrote his Kamal al-dïn toa tamãm al-nima

 for a community still divided over the reality of the Hidden Imãm. The new
 Imãml doctrine was still far from being universally accepted: «Ibn Bäbawayh
 found most of the Shf ites he met in Khurãsãn, even respected scholars of the
 Imãmite community, extremely doubtful about the vanished Imam»105. His
 work, then, resembles that of Nu'manI before him, as he sought therein prima-
 rily «to demonstrate that occultation did not mean nonexistence (' adam )»106.
 This comes clear, from the tone of Ibn Bäbüya's writing. He speaks of the gha-
 yha as a divine test to see who is truly faithful, «It is simply a trial from God, by

 which He examines his creation»107. To lend credibility to the twelfth Imäm's
 occultation, Ibn Bãbuya repeatedly draws analogies with the occultation (and
 return) of other figures, including Joseph, Khadir and Dhu 1-Qarnayn108. And
 he insists that the designation of the twelfth Imam was no less sound than that

 of his forefathers: «They have conveyed [his imãmate] just like they conveyed
 the imãmate of his fathers, while the opposition opposed it. It is like how Mu-
 slims must convey the soundness of the acts of the Prophet (God's peace and
 blessing be upon him), except for the Qur'ân, while their enemies (from the
 People of the Book, the Zoroastrians, the Free Thinkers and the Materialists)109
 opposed them»110.

 Ibn Bäbüya relates numerous and repetitive hadlth, and comments on va-
 rious Qur'änic passages in order to prove three basic assertions111: that the num-

 ber of Imãms will be twelve, that the last of these will have a short and a long
 ghayba , and that he will finally emerge as both the Mahdl and the «Qä'im of my

 community, to fill the world with equity and justice as it was filled with oppres-

 104 Arjomand, Shadow of God , 43.

 105 Modarressi, 98.

 106 Arjomand, Shadow of God , 43.

 107 Ibn Bäbüya, Hal al-sharai, 244.
 108 On Khaçlir see Ibn Bäbüya, Karnãl al-dïn 11:57 and 'liai al-sharã'i' 246; on Dhu l-Qarynayn,

 Ibn Bäbüya, Kamãl al-dïn 11:63. Elsewhere, Ibn Bäbüya seeks to draw analogies between the place of
 agents ( awsiyã ') during these various ghaybas and those during the ghayba of the twelfth Imãm. See al-
 Imãma wa-al-tab$ira , 15 Iff.

 109 « al-majus , wa-1-zanãdiqa , wa-1-dahriyya».

 110 Ibn Bäbüya, Kamãl al-dtn 1:149.

 111 «Ibn Bäbüya, the Imamite traditionist, ventured to demonstrate the Imãmate of the Hidden
 Imãm by relying mainly on al-dalïl al-sãmi ', the so-called scriptural and traditional proof, proving every
 statement with the appropriate Qur'änic quotations, ignoring in the process, at times, the context in
 which the verse appeared, and not giving any consideration to the historical circumstances under which
 it may have been revealed. Often these quotations were supplemented by the traditions attributed to the
 Prophet and the Imams». Sachedina, 109.
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 sion and injustice»112. He does not go into detail about the events of the end ti-

 mes, even in his chapter dedicated to the signs that will anticipate the Qä'im's

 arrival113. Likewise, in his chapter on «al-Dajjãl», Ibn Bãbõya does not discuss
 whether Jesus or the Qä'im will kill him. And when he relates a lengthy anec-
 dote about Jesus, Ibn Bãbuya makes no mention of his eschatological
 role114.

 However, Ibn Bãbuya has elsewhere left us one enticing clue about the
 end times, when he records that «the on ť behind whom Jesus the son of Mary

 will pray is the twelfth of the descendants and the ninth of the sons of Husayn
 b. 'All»115 What is remarkable about this statemment is not so much the affirma-

 tion that Jesus will be behind the Qâ'im, but the fact that such is affirmed so ea-

 sily. What was, as we have seen, the source of a theological quandary for Sunnls

 causes no difficulty for Ibn Bäbüya. For the Qä'im is an Imãm, and the Imãms
 are no less worthy of priority than the prophets116.

 By the time that al-Shaykh al-Mufld (413/1032) addressed the question of
 the Qä'im, the situation of the Imãmiyya had clearly changed. Unlike, Nu'mânï
 and Ibn Bãbuya, al-Mufïd is not fully preoccupied on establishing signs ( dalâ'il)
 that verify their version of the imãmate. Rather, he is concerned with develo-
 ping a theological system which expresses the reasonability of Imâmï doctrine

 surrounding the Hidden Imãm. This is the period of «the maximal Mu'tazilite
 impact on Imãml Shi'ism»117, and Mufld was heavily influenced by the Mu'tazila

 112 Ibn Bäbüya, Karnãl al-dïn 1:370.

 113 See his chapter on «Signs of the Appearance {khurüj) of the Qä'im», II:362ff.

 114 Here Ibn Bäbüya records a hadlth from 'All b. 'All Tälib, who, inspired by smelling the dung of
 a gazelle, relates the following account. One day, Jesus passed through the field in Karbalã' where Hu-
 sayn and his companions would be martyred over six hundred years later. As he was walking, a gazelle
 spoke to him about what would occur there. Distraught, Jesus sat down and wept, much to the confu-
 sion of the disciples ( Hawäriyyün ), who asked him «O Spirit of God and His Word, what has made you
 weep?» After explaining, Jesus struck the dung of this gazelle with his hand, saying, «O God, make this
 stay eternally, so that [tJusayn's] father will smell it and it will be a consolation to him». Ibn Bäbüya's in-
 terest in the story comes clear from 'All's concluding statement, «This dung has stayed for over five hun-
 dred years without changing from time or rain or wind that has passed over it, through days and nights
 and the sun upon it. Yet they will not believe that the Qä'im from ãl Mulpammad (peace be upon him)
 will remain until he emerges with the sword to destroy the enemies of God!» Ibn Bäbüya, Karnãl al-dïn
 11:213-4.

 115 Ibn Bäbüya, Kamãl al-dïn 11:208.

 116 «Imâmï doctrine on the imãmate in its basic conceptions was formulated in the time of Imãm
 Ja' far al-Sãdiq (d. 148/765). It founded the imãmate on the permanent need of mankind for a divinely
 guided, infallible leader and authoritative teacher in religion. The imãmate was thus raised to the level of
 prophecy. The only difference between the messenger prophet ( rasül) and the Imãm was that the Imãm
 did not transmit a divine scripture. To ignore or disobey the divinely invested Imãm was infidelity equal
 to ignoring or disobeying the prophet. The conception that the Imãm must be fully immune ( ma'$üm )
 from sin and error was fundamental to Imâmï thought». W. Madelung, «Imãma», EI2, 111:1166.

 117 Arjomand, «Crisis of the Imãmate», 509.
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 in constructing his system118. Thus his career marks a watershed in the history of

 Imãml thought: «from Mufïd onwards the Imãmites seem to contribute to the
 fundamentality of the reason in establishing the truth about the imãmate during
 the occultation»119.

 Another important influence upon Mufïd's thought, and one which has
 been less emphasized by scholars, was the environment of intense SunnI/Shfï
 conflict in which he was writing. The competition between the caliph al-Qãdir
 (r. 381/991-422-1031) and the ruling, Shfl, Büyids led to recurrent street vio-
 lence in Mufïd's Baghdad. Due to his prominence in the Shfl community, Mu-
 fld was three times banned from Baghdad in the midst of this violence120. Likely

 due to this political and social atmosphere, Mufld has quite a different empha-
 sis in his eschatological writing. He does not mention Jesus at all, and absent
 are the accounts of killing al-Dajjãl and leading the general prayer. Instead, the
 emphasized role of the Qä'im is to exact revenge on those who have opposed
 his people: the Sunnïs. In fact, for Mufld this is the very quality that distingui-

 shes the Twelfth Imam from his predecessors, and the cause for his ghayba. The

 twelfth Imam is the only Imam to go into occultation because he is the only
 Imãm who will emerge with the sword and seek vengeance. The world was not
 yet ready for such a violent emergence, yet the Qä'im could not practice ta-
 qiyya , which is anathema to his martial nature. Thus ghayba was his only
 option121.

 When the Hidden Imam finally does emerge, he will call «from the sky in
 the beginning of the day, that the truth is with 'All and his Shfa. Then Iblls will

 call from the earth at the end of the day that the truth is with Mu'awiya..».122

 Thus is the mythical conflict between good and evil, between the Shfa and

 118 al-Mufïd utilized Mu'tazill categories to more fully express Shï'ï doctrine. As expressed by Ar-
 jomand: «The pivotal concepts taken from the Mu'tazila for Mufïd's ethicotheological rationalization of
 Imâmï Shi'ism were those of the divine Justice {'adi) and Grace ( lutf ). The first concept makes it unjust
 for God to command the impossible, while according to the second concept, Grace is wãjib (necessary
 or incumbent) on God in that He is obliged to order the world and to provide mankind with gui-
 dance... Mufïd integrates the idea of occultation into the Shï'ite rational theology by linking it to the fun-
 damental Mu'tazilite tenet of Grace and to the Shfite priciple of Infallibility (of the divinely appointed
 Prophet and Imams)». Arjomand, «Consolation of Theology», 562. See also, M. McDermott, S.J., The
 Theology of al-Shaikh al-Mufïd (Beirut 1978), 2ff.

 119 Sachedina, 112. Elsewhere, he describes this transformation as a move from reliance on dalli
 sani' J (revelatory evidence) to dalïl 'aqlï (intellectual evidence).

 120 See McDermott, 17-21. Mufïd was thoroughly intertwined with the politics of Baghdad
 through his close relationship the ruling Büyids, particularly the most powerful of their rulers: 'A<jud al-
 Dawla. See W. Madelung, «Mufïd», EI2, VTL312.

 121 Mufïd came to emphasize the connection between the Twelfth Imam's ghayba and the his abro-
 gation of taqiyya in the course of apologetics for the necessity of the ghayba. See McDermott,
 129.

 122 MufTd, al-Irshãdy 38 5. Cf. Mufïd's other, less developed accounts of the end times: Awâ'il al-
 maqãlãt ft l-madhãhib al-mukhtãrãt. (Tabriz 1371), 50; and Khams rasa'il ft ithbãt al-hujja (Najaf 1951),
 1st letter, x, 29-31. See also McDermott, 52.
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 their enemies, established. Mufíďs accounts of the Qä'im's zuhür reflect the ad-

 versarial mentality of the Imâmï community of his day. The Qä'im's victims will

 be first and foremost those who have attacked that community. Thus he will
 violendy confront the Quraysh, the paradigmatic enemies of the ahi al-bayt for

 the opposition of Abü Sufyãn to Muhammad and his son Mu'äwiya b. Abl Su-
 fyãn to 'All. «Five hundred of the Quraysh will rise [against him], then he will
 strike them down. Then five hundred of the Quraysh will rise and he will strike
 them down. Then five hundred more until he has done that six times»123, Ano-

 ther account describes how the Qä'im will sever the hands of the Sunnï tribe

 that is entrusted with the keeping of the Ka'ba (b. Shayba), hanging those
 hands on the sacred Ka'ba in Mecca and writing, «these are the thieves of the
 Ka'ba»124. Yet his vengeance will not stop there.

 The Qä'im will also attack the city of Küfa, which, although traditionally
 an 'Alid stronghold, is also the site of 'All b. Talib's murder in the principle mo-

 sque. Accordingly, the Qä'im will raze the mosques of Kõfa, and kill the hypo-
 crites ( munãfiqín ) and the doubters of the city. He will «destroy its houses and

 kill its fighters so that God might be pleased»125. More intriguing still is Mufïd's

 account that the Qä'im will conquer Constantinople, China and the mountains
 of Daylam126. That the Mahdï will conquer Constantinople is frequendy seen in
 Sunnï accounts, and the conquest of China might be easily explained as its
 extreme Eastern counterpart, and as an equally impregnable power. The
 «mountains of Daylam», however, is quite an unusual reference, even if this
 area was famously obstinate in the face of caliphal forces. Most likely the refe-

 rence reflects the troubles that this traditionally Shfï region (Zaydï, however)
 was offering to Imâmï Büyid rule at this time. The Büyids, with whom al-Mufïd

 was well connected, were originally from Daylam., but now were facing rebel-
 lions from their very homeland127. Here, then, is another site of 'Alid
 «munäfiqün».

 The most important insight here, for our purposes, is the portrait of the
 Qä'im that becomes increasingly clear with Mufïd. He is the eschatological
 warrior, and the Imãmiyya are his people. Mufïd even refers to them as the
 Shfat al-Mahdï , in addition to the usual Shfat ' Alt 128. Only the Qä'im could be

 the eschatological protagonist of the Imãmiyya, for only he has the right to
 carry out revenge on behalf of his people.

 123 MufIö, al-Irshãd , 364

 124 Mufïd, al-Irshãd , 364.

 125 Mufïd, al-Irshãd, 364.

 126 MufTd, al-Irshãd , 365.

 127 See V. Minorsky, «Daylam», EI2, 11:192 and C. Cahen, «Buwayhids», EI2, 1:1350.
 128 MufTd, al-Irshãd, 362.
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 With al-TusI we meet still another approach to the end times129. His k. al-
 Ghayba makes a contrast both to Mufld and the work of the same title written
 by Nu'manI over a century earlier. True, Tüsl repeats some of the tasks taken
 up by his predecessors, including a refutation of those groups who disagree
 with the Imâmï view on the ghaybam , a presentation of those who agree with
 that view (including a curious anecdote about the famous Süfl al-Hallãj)131, and
 a creative exegesis on a number of Qur'anic verses132. Also like his predecessors,

 Tusï portrays the coming of the Qa'im as the day of liberation and vengeance
 for the Shfa. He quotes the Prophet saying, that by the Qa'im «God will oblite-
 rate falsehood and the time of the dogs will end. By him the humiliation of sla-

 very will be removed from your necks»133.
 Unlike his predecessors, however, Tüsl was writing at a time (mid 5th/l 1th

 century) when the Imãmiyya had become overwhelmingly unified behind the
 Hidden Imam. By this time, as well, it was accepted doctrine that the Imam
 would only emerge at the eschaton, a time unknown and unpredictable134. Li-
 kely due to his distance from the days of hayra and the triumph of the Hidden

 Imãm doctrine, Tüsl is willing to include Jesus in his eschatological picture. He
 reports a hadlth seen in several SunnI collections, where the Prophet Muham-
 mad says, «I am the first of this community ( umma ), the Mahdl is its middle,

 and Jesus is its end»135. Tüsl thereby even allows some priority for Jesus, if his

 being the «end» of the community, might be seen as such. Other Shfls rejected
 or creatively interpreted this tradition, since it implies that Jesus will outlive the
 Mahdl. This would leave the world with no Imam in the end times, which as we

 have seen is quite impossible in the Imãml theological system136.
 At the same time, Tüsl conspicuously places Jesus behind the Imam in the

 129 Tûçï was the student of al-Sharïf al-Murtaçlã (436/1044, himself the student of Mufïd), who was
 also critical in this process of doctrinal development, but whose work is largely lost. Arjomand refers to
 Tuçï as the last of the «rationalist doctors». «Consolation of Theology, 564.

 130 Including Zaydis, Ismâ'ïlis, and those who proclaimed Muhammad Ibn al-Hanafiyyah, Ja'far al-
 Sãdiq, or Muhammad al-'Askarï as Mahdï or Qâ'im. al-Tûçï, 192-229.

 131 T0§T, 340-418. Here Abü Sahl al-Nawbakhtï meets al-Hallãj, who had heretically proclaimed
 himself the Sãhib al-zamãn. Nawbakhtï confronts Hallãj about the matter, and the latter «realized that he
 had been mistaken» 401-2.

 132 TOST, 175, ff. In Tûçï' s reading, both « aya » (sign) and «rizq» (sustenance) become names of the
 Qâ'im, who thereby appears throughout the Qur'ân.

 133 T0§T, 185.

 134 «The Mahdï will come out at the end of time», Tûçï, 178, cf. also 180. Tûçï also includes several
 traditions refuting those who would predict the time of the Qä'im's zuhür , the «Waqqätün». Among
 them is one where Muhammad al-Bãqir is asked, «Does this event have an [appointed] time?» He re-
 sponds, «The Waqqätün have lied. The Waqqätün have lied. The Waqqätün have lied». Tûçï,
 426.

 135 Tü$T, 185.

 136 Some Shfa argued that Jesus would be the «end» only in the sense that he would be the last dâ'ï
 (caller/missionary) of Islam, but he would not outlive the Imäm. See Madelung, «MahdT», 1237.
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 final prayer, something which has clearly become by now orthodox Imãml tea-
 ching. Moreover, Tusl's emphasis of this point in the following hadith clearly
 shows that this has become a sort of ShfT slogan, for this particular tradition
 need not mention Jesus at all, except to emphasize his inferiority to the Qa'im.
 Here, Muhammad speaks to his daughter Fatima (the wife of 'All b. Abl Tãlib),
 saying, «From us are the two grandsons of this community, your sons al-Hasan
 and al-Husayn. From us (by God and there is no god but He) is the Mahdl of
 this community, behind whom Jesus will pray»137.

 Before concluding this section, let us skip ahead some six centuries to see
 how this doctrine would endure. In his monumental work on Shfî doctrine,
 Bihãr al-anwãr (which was most recently published in 114 volumes), Muham-
 mad Bãqir MajlisI (1110/1698) devotes 8 chapters exclusively to Jesus, one of
 which touches on his role in the end times138. His account of the general prayer

 makes it clear, however, that the Qä'im receives priority above him:

 There will come upon the people a time when they do not know what God

 and his oneness are so that there takes place the emergence of al-Dajjãl and so that

 Jesus son of Mary (peace be upon him) descends from the sky. And God kills al-

 Dajjãl with his hands. Then a man from among us, the people of the house [of the

 Prophet], will lead [the people] in prayer. Don't you see that Jesus (peace be upon

 him) prays behind him? He is a prophet of God ' but we are set above himm.

 V. Conclusion

 If Jesus is not God's eschatological protagonist in the Shfl sources, then
 who is he? The question might be most simply answered by saying that, with
 this one exception, Jesus is everything that he is to Sunnls. He is the uniquely
 charismatic prophet of God, who spoke in the cradle, brought the dead to life,
 and ascended deathlessly into heaven. Moreover, he is also the model of piety
 and asceticism, whose holiness led both al-Hallãj and ibn al-'Arabl to call him
 the «seal of the saints»140. It is this particular charism of Jesus which is especially
 emphasized in Shfl traditions.

 137 To?!, 191.

 138 MajlisI records thirteen hadith in reference to the role of Jesus after his ascension. Of these, the
 first nine deal with speculation on the duration of time between Jesus and Muhammad and only the last
 four treat the eschatological role of Jesus. In contrast Majlisï provides seventy-two hadith on the moral
 exhortations of Jesus.

 139 MajlisI, Bihãr al-anwãr (Beirut 1983), 14:349.

 140 On this see Louis Massignon, «L'Homme parfait en Islam», where he discusses other authors,
 such as al-Tirmidhï and Ibn Sabin, who identify Jesus as «khãtim al-awliyã'». Opera Minora ,
 1:114.
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 Several years ago, the English language Shfl journal al-Tawhïd published,
 in two parts, a collection of such traditions, gathered from a variety of sour-
 ces141. Of the ninety-six different traditions gathered there, exactly zero deal
 with Jesus in the context of eschatology. Instead, Jesus appears in his prophetic

 role, delivering the message of ' adi (Goďs justice) and tawhtd (proclamation of
 God's oneness) and urging people towards tawba (repentance). Jesus' distin-
 ction from the rest of the prophets does not relate to his deathless ascension
 into heaven or to his return as God's protagonist in the end times. Rather, Jesus

 appears most distinctly here as a model ascetic and a preacher, who disdains
 this world out of devotion to the next:

 ... [Jesus] used a stone as his pillow, wore coarse clothing and ate rough food.

 His stew was hunger and his lamp in the night was the moon. His cover in the win-

 ter was the east of the earth and its west. His fruit and his basil that which grows

 from the earth for the cattle. He had no wife to try him, and no son to grieve him.

 He had no wealth to distract him, nor greed to abase him. His mount was his feet
 and his servant was his hands142.

 Jesus said, «This world and the next one are rivals. When you please one of

 them you displease the other!»143.

 The world took the form, for Jesus, of a woman whose eyes were blue. Then

 he said to her: 'How many have you married?' She said, 'Very many». He said,
 'Then did they all divorce you?' She said, 'No, but I killed all of them.' He said,
 'Then woe be to the rest of your husbands! How they fail to learn from the exam-

 ple of the predecessors!»144.

 Many of Jesus' proclamations in these traditions have the quality of wi-
 sdom literature. Jesus provides an esoteric and gnostic knowledge, revealing
 God's truth which is so often veiled to the average observer. In carrying out his

 prophetic role, Jesus plays the mystic:

 It is reported... from Imam Ja'far al-Sãdiq, Peace be upon him, in a long ha-
 dlth, that he said: «Jesus the son of Mary, Peace be upon our Prophet and upon

 141 By far the most frequently cited source is Majlisï's aforementioned Bihãr al-anwãr. Also fre-
 quently quoted is al-Kãfi of al-Kulaynï. See M. Qä'im and M. Legenhausen, «Words of the Word of
 God: Jesus Christ Speaks through Shfï Narrations», Tawhid. 13.3 (1996), 21-40. And 13.4 (1996),
 45-56.

 142 Qä'im and Legenhausen, 13.4, 47. This tradition is related by 'All b. Abï Tãlib in the Nahj al-
 balãgha , the collection of 'Alfs sermons as recorded by Sharïf al-Ra<jï (406/1016), which is revered by
 the Shfa only slightly less than the Qur'ân.

 143 Qä'im and Legenhausen, 13.3, 29. From MajlisT's Bihar al-anwar.
 144 Qä'im and Legenhausen, 13.3, 29. From MajlisT's Béãr al-anwar.
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 him, used to spend some time with the disciples and advise them, and he used to

 say: 'He who does not know me knows not his soul, and he who does not know the

 soul between his two sides, does not know the soul between my two sides. And he
 who knows his soul which is between his sides, he knows me. And he who knows
 me knows He who sent me»145.

 The Shfï Jesus, then, can be quite dramatically contrasted to the figure of
 the Qä'im, who will come not to speak of enlightenment, but to speak with his
 sword. The Qä'im will emerge from his ghayba with fearsome violence, leading
 the Al Muhammad to revenge and deliverance.

 Thus is the Qä'im also put in contrast with the Sunnï Mahdl. The latter,
 most distinctively, is a just ruler, who will restore the sharf a after a period of la-

 wlessness led by al-Dajjäl, and thereby fill the world «with equity and justice as
 it was filled with oppression and injustice». Now we have seen that the concept
 of Mahdï was ultimately included within the identity of the Qä'im. Yet the key
 difference between the SunnI Mahdl and the Shfl Mahdl/Qä'im remained:
 while the former restores the world to it was, the latter transforms the world

 into something new.
 If the Mahdï leads an eschatological campaign from above, being a resto-

 rer of the sharf a and correct order, then the Qä'im does so from below, destro-

 ying the perfidious rulers and exacting revenge for their victims. al-Qä'im , the

 standing one, contrasts with al-Qa'id , the sitting one; i.e. the passive one, the
 one who refuses to join battle. The distinctive meaning of the term is crucial to

 the cohesiveness of Shfl theology, for it contains the revolutionary hope that
 has reconciled the Shi'a to their misfortunes. The Qä'im is the one who will fi-
 nally lead the Shi'a out of their political quietism and into battle; he is the one
 to abrogate the quietist policy of taqiyya and institute the Shfl jihãd.

 This combination of quietism and revolutionary hopes is most typically
 explained socio-historically, as a result of historical disenfranchisement of
 the Shf a146. The disenfranchisement, seen most vividly in the murders of
 'All ibn Abi Tälib and his son (through the prophet's daughter Fätima)
 Husayn, lies at the very core of Shfl religious ideology. For the Shf a,
 there is no such thing as realized messianism147. The best of all possible

 145 Qä'im and Legenhausen, 13.3, 32.

 146 Many sociologists have attributed chiliastic movements to social dissatisfaction, as explained by
 «Relative Deprivation» theory. The Shfl experience, with its historical tragedies, would lend itself well
 to such an analysis. At the same time, other scholars have looked to external influences, particularly Zo-
 roastrianism. Among them is H. Corbin who asserts that Shfï concepts of the Qä'im drew from the Zo-
 roastrian doctrine of the Sayoshant. See Spiritual Body and Celestial Earth , Trans. Nancy Pearson (Prin-
 ceton 1977), esp. Ch. 1-2. See also Philip Kreyenbrook, «On the Concept of Spiritual Authority in Zo-
 roastrianism», Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam , 17 (1994), 1-15.

 147 Some scholars have suggested that Sunnï eschatological hopes were fulfilled in the success of
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 worlds is yet to come. Their Mahdl, the Qä'im, will assume the role
 of an avenger.

 While SunnI historiography is filled with triumphant stories of battles
 ( ghazwãt ) and conquests (futüh ), Shl'I historiography reads as a list of unjust
 tragedies: Saqlfat bani Sä'ida, where Abu Bakr wrongly took control of the Isla-
 mic community; the Battle of Siffln, where 'All's army wrongly agreed to a me-

 diation with the usurper Mu'äwiya; Karbalã', where Yazïd's army massacred
 the grandson of the prophet (Husayn) and his companions; and finally the mur-

 ders of Husayn's descendents, the Imams. Certain Shl'I traditions, in fact, main-

 tain that each of the imams, beginning with 'All, was murdered, with one
 exception: the twelfth imãm, Muhammad al-Mahdï.

 M. Hodjson has suggested that the doctrine of the Imãmate is the one irre-

 concilable difference between Shï'ïsm and Sunnism148. Indeed, there are many

 groups who differ in their theology and law who have remained comfortably
 within the fold of Sunnism. However, Shï'ïsm' s doctrine of the Imams, particu-

 larly the last and Hidden Imam, has proved irreconcilable with Sunnism. We
 might add to Hodjson's observations by noting that the doctrine of the Hidden
 Imam necessarily separates Shi'ism from Sunnism. For when he arrives, it is fo-

 remost the Sunnls upon whom he will exact revenge. The Shî'a are waiting for
 that moment with «la conviction que toutes les injustices et les souffrances su-
 bies par les croyants seront vengées et qu'il sera possible de prendre sa revan-
 che à Tencontre de criminels ayant commis toutes sortes d'atrocités»149. It is
 only the Hidden Imãm, the unceasing leader of the Shi'a even in ghayba , and
 not Jesus, who can rightfully exact such vengeance for his oppressed
 people.

 So it is that Jesus cannot play the role of the eschatological protagonist in
 Shi'ism. Instead, the Shl'I Jesus retains the role of the pious ascetic, while the
 Qä'im is the avenger of the ahi al-bayt. The contrast between their characters is

 salient and unquestionable. We should not, then, be led astray by comparisons
 between the two in Imâmï sources, such as their ability to speak as infants or

 the portrayal of Jesus' deathless ascension to heaven as a precursor to the Qä'i-
 m's ghayba150. These are nothing more than individual anecdotes about Jesus

 Muhammad and the rise of Islam. Thus, Muhammad was already the Messiah of Islam and the battle
 against evil has already been won. Arjomand, for example, has supported this view, even naming the
 Battle of Badr as the apocalyptic battle against evil. S.A. Arjomand, «Islamic Apocalypticism in the Clas-
 sic Period», Unpublished paper Delivered at Yale University Spring 1998.

 148 Marshall Hodgson, «How did the early Shi'a become sectarian?» Journal of the American
 Oriental Society 75 (1955), 158.

 149 Muhammad Bãqir al-HakTm, «L'Imam al-Mahdï et la formation du noyau vertueux», Aux
 Sources de la Sagesse , 10.3 (1996), 42.

 150 I have mentioned the first point above in the description of the Hidden Imam's birth. The lat-
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 put to use in defense of the doctrine surrounding the Qa'im. Indeed, elsewhere
 traditions surrounding other prophets or individuals are used in a similar
 fashion151.

 Finally, we can conclude that the Shfï understanding of the end times is
 not only very different from that of Sunnls, but it is also much more central to

 their conception of human history. Until the Qa'im shows himself to the world,

 it will remain in a dark state of dis-equilibrium and tension, as injustice will
 continue to reign and God's chosen family will continue to suffer. The Shf a
 wait in hopeful expectation for this moment, proclaiming at the mention of the

 Hidden Imam's name: «' Ajjala Allahu farajahu (May God hasten his appea-
 rance)». They long for his parousia when he will exact revenge for all of the
 wrongs that they have endured, and raise up the ahi al-bayt to their rightful sta-

 tion152. Thus do eschatological hopes lie at the very heart of the Imâmï
 Shi'ism153.

 Gabriel Said Reynolds

 ter point is seen in Imâmï traditions that justify the concept of the ghayba and the possibility of the
 Qa'im living such a long time. Tûçï records an example: «As for the ghayba of Jesus (peace be upon
 him), the Jews and the Christians agree that he was killed, but God has shown them to be liars with [Qu-
 r'ân 4:157]. Thus, too, the ghayba of the Qa'im, although the [Islamic] community will reject it because
 of its length». 170.

 151 Note the tradition from Muhammad al-Bäqir: «The Lord of this Command has models in four
 prophets... His model from Moses (peace be upon him) is that he was afraid and on the watch. His mo-
 del from Joseph (peace be upon him), is the ghayba. His model from Jesus is, as it is said 'he died and did
 not die». His model from Muhammad (God's blessing and peace be upon him and his family) is that he
 condones the sword». Tûçï, 424. Elsewhere the longevity of the Qa'im is justified by comparison with
 Noah, who lived 995 years (cf. Gen. 9:29, 950 years), or to that of Muhammad's companion Salman al-
 Fârisï, who had been around to meet Jesus some six hundred years earlier. See Tûçï, 113.

 152 «Le temps, pour les pauvres et les abandonnés, est l'espérance en une apocalypse de justice ter-
 rible, régénératrice». L. Massignon, «Elie et son role trans-historique, Khadiriya, en Islam», Opera Mi-
 nora, 1:160.

 153 This fact remains so today, although many developments have taken place in Shfï thought
 (most notably the idea of wilãyat-i faqth that gave legitimacy to the political activism of the Iranian revo-
 lution). I recently saw, for example, a call-in television program (on the station run by the Lebanese Shfï
 militia and political party Hizballah, «al-Manãr») that was entirely dedicated to a discussion of the emer-
 gence {khurüj) of «Imam al-Mahdï» and the accompanying events. Similar is the observation of T, Kha-
 lidi, that on the occasion of the Mahdï's birthday in Beirut huge banners were raised which «congratula-
 ted the expectant believers for the dawning of the light of salvation upon the appearance of the Mahdï
 and the Prophet Jesus son of Mary». Muslim Jesus (Cambridge, MA: Harvard, 2001), 229, n. 42.
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